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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Further to the evaluation of the development of ocean energy technologies, as reported in
the IEA-OES 2006 report, Review and Analysis of Ocean Energy Systems, Development
and Supporting Policies, [1], additional evaluation of the technologies and their
development status was carried out during 2007 and 2008. Ocean energy conversion
systems are being developed in a number of countries, as shown in Fig. 1, with the
United Kingdom leading the development effort, followed by the United States. Canada
and Norway also have a significant number of technology development activities. In
addition to these statistics, numerous research and development initiatives are currently
being pursued in various academic institutions throughout the world. Also, renewed
activities toward developing small to large-scale marine energy projects can be observed
within the global marine energy domain [2].

Figure 1: Country participation in ocean energy conversion system development

As part of this review, the current development status of the harnessing of ocean
renewable energy resources has been analyzed. The maturity of the ocean renewable
energy conversion technologies is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Technology maturity of various ocean energy conversion schemes

Several tidal barrage plants, with a capacity of up to 240 MW, are operating on a
commercial basis worldwide, and new initiatives on these types of development are also
in progress in selected countries [2]. Several ocean energy technologies are currently
being operated in pre-commercial/full-scale test systems [3][4][5]. A number of
demonstration projects in the range of 1 to 3 MW are awaiting deployment throughout
the world, especially in the wave and tidal (marine) current conversion category.
Conversion technologies for harnessing energy associated with ocean thermal gradients
and salinity gradients are, however, mostly at the research and development stage.
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1
INTRODUCTION: TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
The energy in the ocean waves is a form of concentrated solar energy that is transferred
through complex wind-wave interactions. The effects of earth’s temperature variation due
to solar heating, combined with a multitude of atmospheric phenomena, generate wind
currents in global scale. Ocean wave generation, propagation and direction are directly
related to these wind currents. On the other hand, ocean tides are cyclic variations in
seawater elevation and flow velocity as a direct result of the earth’s motion with respect
to the moon and the sun and the interaction of their gravitational forces. A number of
phenomena relating to earth rotational tilt, rate of spinning, and interaction among
gravitational and rotational forces cause the tide conditions to vary significantly over
time. Tide conditions are more apparent in coastal areas where constrained channels
augment the water flow and increase the energy density. The forms of ocean renewable
sources can be broadly categorized into: (a) Tides (b) Wave (c) Marine Current (d)
Temperature Gradient, and (e) Salinity Gradient [1].
Ocean Tides:

Ocean Waves:
Marine Current:
Temperature Gradient:

Salinity Gradient:

Potential energy associated with tides can be harnessed by
building barrage or other forms of turbine-equipped
construction across an estuary.
Energy associated with ocean waves can be harnessed
using modular types of technologies.
Kinetic energy associated with tidal/marine currents can be
harnessed using modular systems.
Thermal energy due to temperature gradient between sea
surface and deep-water can be harnessed using different
ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) processes.
At the mouths of rivers where fresh water mixes with
saltwater, energy associated with the salinity gradient can
be harnessed using a pressure-retarded reverse osmosis
process and associated conversion technologies.

Other renewable ocean resource concepts, such as hydrothermal vents, along with
hybridization of the aforementioned schemes, are also being pursued. With the advent of
various novel concepts and reported success of several deployments, the ocean renewable
energy sector, especially the field of tidal current and wave energy conversion technology
have gained significant attention throughout the world. Many technologies are also being
explored for energy uses other than electricity generation, such as, producing drinking
water through desalination, supplying compressed air for aquaculture, and hydrogen
production by electrolysis.
Harnessing energy from tides using tidal barrages has by far the longest history of
successful generation of electricity from ocean resources. It represents an older and
mature technology with a potential for negative environmental impacts. In France, the La
Rance Barrage has a capacity of 240 MW [10], whereas in Canada, Nova Scotia Power
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operates a 20 MW plant [33]. Other ocean renewable energy sources, such as salinity
gradient, temperature gradient and even hydrothermal vents offer further potential for
extraction of renewable energy. While the resource potential is considerable
[6][7][8][11][12][13][14], the systems for harvesting wave and tidal current resources are
mostly in the research and development stage, with very few experiencing any kind of
pre-commercial deployment.
This report outlines the current progress and breadth of ocean energy technologies by
providing a comprehensive listing and description of the different ocean renewable
energy systems in development, with emphasis on systems based on waves and tidal
currents. The information reported in the 2006 IEA-OES publication, Review and
Analysis of Ocean Energy Systems, Development and Supporting Policies [1], prepared
by AEA Technology, was reviewed as part of this work.
In addition, an on-line compendium of various ocean energy systems, projects, and
relevant information has been made available through United States Department of
Energy’s website [2]. Appendix A and Appendix B present a summary of many of these
technologies and have been compiled using publicly available information during the
period of 2007-2008.
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2
CATEGORIZATION AND DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGIES
2.1 Tidal Barrage Technologies
Tidal barrages consist of a large, dam-like structure built across the mouth of a bay or
estuary in an area with a large tidal range. As the level of the water changes with the
tides, a difference in height develops across the barrage. Water is allowed to flow through
the barrage via turbines, which can provide power during the ebb tide (receding), flood
tide (allowing water to fill the reservoir via sluice gates during flood tide), or during both
tides. This generation cycle means that, depending on the site, power can be delivered
twice or four times per day on a highly predictable basis [10]. Tidal barrages represent
the oldest and most mature of all the ocean power technologies. There are several
commercial plants up to 240 MW in size in operation in the world. Some new
construction and feasibility studies for this type of plant are underway in different parts of
the world [15]. The substantial capital costs associated with construction and concerns
over adverse environmental impacts make the technology somewhat unappealing in
contrast to tidal current technologies.
2.2 Tidal Current Technologies
Tidal current energy represents a different approach to extracting energy from tides (or
other marine currents). Rather than using a dam structure, the devices are placed directly
“in-stream” and generate energy from the flow of water [16]. There are a number of
different technologies for extracting energy from marine currents, including horizontaland vertical-axis turbines, as well as others such as venturis and oscillating foils.
Additionally, there is a variety of methods for fixing tidal current devices in place,
including seabed anchoring via a gravity base or driven piles, as well as floating or semifloating platforms fixed in place via mooring lines.
The energy available at a site is proportional to the cube of the current velocity at the site
and to the cross-sectional area [17]. This means that, in general, the power that can be
generated by a turbine is roughly proportional to its area, and that achieving high power
outputs is dependent on having high flow velocities. For this reason, tidal current systems
are best suited to areas where narrow channels or other features generate high velocity (2
to 3 m/s or more) flows. The velocity of a tidal current, and thus its power, varies
throughout the day in a pattern similar to the height of the tide.
Horizontal-axis turbines
Horizontal-axis turbines are perhaps the most common means of extracting power from
marine currents and are somewhat similar in design to those used for wind power.
Although there are a variety of approaches, including ducts, variable pitch blades and rim
generators, all of these devices consist of a turbine with a horizontal-axis of rotation,
aligned parallel to the current flow. These axial-flow turbines generally use a power take-
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off mechanism involving a generator coupled to the turbine’s shaft, either directly or via
a gearbox, to produce electricity.
While the low speed of rotation of the turbines can make the use of a gearbox attractive,
the difficulty of accessing devices for maintenance, especially those fixed on the seabed,
can make the use of a gearbox problematic. The varying speed of tidal flows means that
variable-speed generators are used in many designs, which require frequency conversion
in order to be connected to the power grid.
The horizontal-axis devices are further split into two categories: Ducted and non-ducted
(Fig. 2.1). Ducts can help steer and accelerate fluid flows through the device [18] and
increase the effective power capture.

Figure 2.1: Tidal stream horizontal-axis turbines: (a) Free flow and (b) Ducted

Vertical-axis turbines
Vertical-axis turbines have fallen out of use in the wind power industry [19]; however,
several ocean power companies are nevertheless developing designs for them. There are
several different designs in use, with some incorporating variable pitch blades (either
controlled or freely moving) or shaped ducts to direct or restrict fluid flows. All of them
possess some of the same advantages; vertical-axis turbines work well with fluid flows
from any direction, and due to their shape, can have a larger cross-sectional turbine area
in shallow water than is possible with horizontal axis turbines [20]. Examples of verticalaxis turbine can be seen in Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Tidal stream vertical-axis turbines: (a) Free flow and (b) Ducted
10

Several other tidal current systems are being investigated, which include non-standard
mechanisms that do not use a conventional vertical or horizontal arrangement. These
include venturi-based systems, oscillating hydrofoils and even magnetohydrodynamics.
2.3 Ocean Wave Technologies
Wave energy has the potential to be a much larger resource than tidal power. Unlike tidal
current extraction, which works best in the small number of highly favorable sites [8],
wave energy can be extracted in many places along a coastline as well as offshore. For
example, in British Columbia, Canada, almost 10 times more theoretical power has been
identified for wave energy than for tidal current energy [8]. Assessment and
methodologies of European wave energy resources can be found in the references [9].
With the substantial resource potential, a wide variety of methods for extracting energy
have been developed. The different devices and systems not only employ different
techniques for “capturing” the wave energy, but also employ a large variety of different
methods for converting it to electricity (i.e., the “power take-off” system).
Some previous studies have classified wave energy devices according to their capture
method (shape and method of front-end converter movement) [12], [1]. While useful, this
classification is subject to limitations due to the large diversity of wave energy device
designs, some of which involve unique shapes and mechanisms that do not fall into
established categories. These factors tend to blur the boundaries between categories when
a large number of systems is considered. In this survey, ocean wave devices are classified
according to their commonly known names. Also, due emphasis is given in identifying
their power take-off systems. It should, however, be taken into account that more than one
power take-off system can be used for certain types of devices. The general approach and
order that is followed in this report is as follows:
•

•

•
•
•

OWC (Oscillating Water Column) Systems
– OWC – Onshore
– OWC – Near-shore
– OWC – Floating
Absorber Systems
– Absorber – Point
– Absorber – Multi Point
– Absorber – Directional Float
Overtopping Devices
Inverted Pendulum Devices
Other Wave Energy Systems

Many of the power take-off systems vary in their ability to provide smooth power
outputs, although most have at least some design elements that attempt to provide
smoothing. This evenness of delivered power is an important aspect of wave energy
devices because, unlike tidal power, waves are only somewhat predictable. Aside from
the need to convert the inherently oscillatory motions of waves into a continuous power
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output, wave energy devices must also adapt to changes in wave energy that will occur
over a scale of hours, minutes and even between waves. This aspect could make the
variability of wave devices even higher than the variability of wind, so many power takeoff systems attempt to incorporate storage systems to buffer and smooth their power
outputs.

OWC (Oscillating Water Column) Systems
Air turbines are used almost exclusively by the oscillating water column (OWC) type
wave energy devices for converting fluid power into rotary-mechanical power [21]. The
basic form of an OWC is a mostly closed chamber that is open to the sea at the bottom
and open to the air via one or more air turbines. As waves impact the device, the water
level inside the chamber rises and falls, compressing and expanding the air and driving it
through the air turbine. Since the air direction reverses halfway through each wave, a
method of rectifying the airflow is required; although systems employing multiple
turbines with one-way valves have been used, the currently favored method involves the
use of a “self-rectifying” turbine that spins in only one direction regardless of the
direction of airflow. The most popular design is known as the Wells Turbine, and
involves symmetrically shaped airfoils mounted at 90o to the airflow; however, other
turbine designs that use variable-pitch turbine blades are also in use. Although the
flywheel motion of the turbine does provide some energy storage, the overall output of an
air turbine is generally highly variable [22]; careful design choices and a significant
amount of power electronics will probably be required in order for an OWC to be
connected to the grid.

Figure 2.3: Example of a shoreline/onshore OWC [12]
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Figure 2.4: A floating OWC buoy [23]

Absorber Systems
The basic design of a point absorber involves a floating buoy whose mass and buoyancy
are selected so that the buoy resonates strongly with the waves. The waves will then
cause this buoy to undergo relative movement against a fixed reference; this can be a
moored link to the seabed, another buoy (with a different resonance frequency), or a flat
damper plate that remains relatively stable.
The linear generator is the most direct method for harvesting this energy, as it converts
the linear motions between the buoy and its reference directly into electricity. The basic
form of a linear generator involves a piston containing a set of permanent magnets and a
stator consisting of coils arranged in tubular form around the piston. Typically, one part
of the point absorber (either the oscillating or the damped portion) will form or be
connected to the piston, and the other will be the stator. This design possesses substantial
advantages in that it brings the number of moving parts as well as the overall complexity
of the power take-off system down to a minimum. There are also, however,
disadvantages with this design, as large permanent magnets can be costly and there is no
provision for any energy storage to smooth the output. In fact, the energy output of a
linear generator varies significantly over time and will thus almost always need a
rectifier-inverter [24] in order to provide useful power. An example of a point absorber
buoy employing a linear generator can be seen in Fig. 2.5.
Directional absorber floats are similar to point absorbers, except that they have their best
efficiency for only one direction, but can also convert wave power from other directions.
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Figure 2.5: A farm of linear generator-based point absorber buoys [25]

Mechanical and various other power take-off systems are also used both in point absorber
buoys and in other wave energy converter designs. Mechanical power take-off systems
have many forms, including worm gears or rack-and-pinion type systems for converting
vertical motion into rotation, as well as clutch-flywheel or rectifying systems that convert
oscillating rotation into unidirectional rotation. While mechanical systems by definition
require a fair number of moving parts, potentially increasing maintenance, they can also
offer high conversion efficiencies or allow for simpler generators (rotational instead of
linear) to be used. The storage capabilities depend on the design of a specific system;
those that incorporate flywheels may have the potential to provide filtered power output.
A mechanical power take-off system is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
For a great number of wave energy devices, pressurized hydraulics is the most popular
method of power take-off, with about 30 surveyed systems using either hydraulic oil in
closed-loop systems or seawater in open-loop configurations. This method of power takeoff is suited not only to point absorber buoys but also to a variety of other devices that are
based on pitching or horizontal movements, including inverted pendulums and directional
absorber floats.
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Figure 2.6: A mechanical power take-off system [26]

It should be stated that whenever seawater (as against other hydraulic fluids) is used in
pressurized hydraulics power take-off systems, a Pelton turbine (rather than a hydraulic
motor) is employed. Instances of such designs can be found in Aquabuoy device [151]
and COPPE/Hyperbaric system [210].
The popularity of using pressurized hydraulics for power take-off is partly due to its
particular suitability for the movements of wave devices; the pitching of a lever arm or
the vertical motion of a buoy against a stationary reference can easily be used to drive a
piston in a pump or a hydraulic ram. Another advantage is the ease of incorporating
energy storage, which can be done using a high-pressure accumulator or a set of highpressure/low-pressure accumulators. For example, a Chinese oscillating buoy
incorporated a 2.8 kWh (10 MJ) energy buffer in order to smooth its output [27].
The generation of electricity is usually done by draining the pressurized accumulator via
a variable speed hydraulic motor with variable geometry. This aspect presents the final
advantage, flexibility, in that the output of multiple devices can easily be combined into a
single accumulator and generator or directed to an onshore facility. Using a smaller
number of larger generators increases efficiency and decreases the amount of
maintenance required, and placement of the generation equipment onshore can provide
for even easier maintenance and monitoring.
In seawater-based devices, the pressurized output can also easily be used for desalination
via reverse osmosis or even for aquaculture. The disadvantage of aggregating multiple
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device outputs, or directing the output onshore, is that pressure losses along a long pipe
can be significant; however, as long as pipeline lengths are minimized in the design,
pressurized hydraulics can still provide high efficiencies. Care must also be taken with
closed-loop devices to prevent leaks of hydraulic oil into the surrounding environment,
and to use fluids with minimal environmental impact when possible.
Overtopping Devices
Overtopping devices generally use reflector arms to store the seawater in an accumulator
that induces a water head. This static head is then used to run water turbines (The term
“water turbine” may seem unusual, as in the case of tidal current systems and tidal
barrages, almost all of the devices are quite literally water turbines. In wave energy
systems, however, extracting energy from a fluid flow via a turbine represents a distinct
power take-off system and is thus included as such) and subsequent generation of
electrical power. Amongst many different types of water turbines, the low-head “Kaplan”
type turbines are the most common choice. This principle is illustrated below in Fig. 2.7.
The reservoir provides some energy storage, but the head and flow rate available to the
turbines will change as the reservoir drains and fills, making smooth power output more
difficult [29]. Overtopping devices do possess an advantage in that their turbine
technology has already been in use in the hydropower industry for long time and is thus
well understood.

Figure 2.7: An illustration of the overtopping principle [28]

Inverted Pendulum Devices
An inverted pendulum is a device that uses a buoyant float or lever arm, which is
generally anchored to the seabed. Waves passing over the device cause it to pitch back
and forth, actuating power take-off systems such as hydraulic pumps. Fig. 2.8 provides an
example of a seawater-based inverted pendulum system.

Figure 2.8: An “Inverted Pendulum” wave energy device employing a pressurized
hydraulics power take-off system [28]
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This movement in the front-end oscillator is in turn converted into linear piston motion and
pressurized fluid is pumped to the embedded/on-shore generating station to drive the electric
generators. While various small-scale prototypes are being tested, the true extent of these devices’
effectiveness is yet to be realized.

Other Wave Energy Systems
Many ocean energy devices use multiple power take-off mechanisms and may have
somewhat unique principles of operation. While most of these systems are at design or
research and development phase, several select technologies are approaching
commercial/pre-commercial deployment (such as the Pelamis wave energy device [4]).
Further refinement is needed in classifying these devices into more generic categories.
2.4 Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC)
Ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) makes use of the temperature difference
between the warm surface of the ocean and the colder layers underneath. Due to solar
heating, the amount of energy available in the temperature gradient between hot and cold
seawater can be substantially larger than the energy required to pump the cold seawater
up from the lower layers of the ocean. The warm water from the surface is used to boil a
working fluid (or, in open cycle systems, the seawater itself under low pressure), which is
then run through a turbine and condensed using cold seawater pumped up from the
depths. Fig. 2.9 shows the fluid cycle of a closed system. OTEC is best suited to areas
near the equator, where the intense solar radiation warms the surface significantly [30];
however, it is included in this report in order to demonstrate the full range of ocean
power systems available.

Figure 2.9: Closed-cycle OTEC (Rankine Cycle) [29]

2.5 Salinity Gradient
Salinity gradient power makes use of the potential energy available when saltwater and
freshwater mix. The pressure induced by the movement of water across a membrane can
be used to run turbines via a process known as “Pressure-Retarded Osmosis.” This
process is illustrated below in Fig. 2.10. Another system is based on using freshwater
17

upwelling through a turbine immersed in seawater, and one involving electrochemical
reactions is also in development. Many areas exist where industrial users (such as sewage
treatment plants) discharge substantial volumes of fresh or low-salinity water into the
ocean; such locations could be ideal for implementing prototype salinity gradient
systems.

Figure 2.10: The Pressure-Retarded Osmosis (PRO) process [31]

In addition to the classification presented in the aforementioned discussion, several other
principles of energy conversion (hydrothermal vents, algal biomass, etc.) are being
investigated. Hydrothermal vents offer access to high-energy geothermal resources via
the superheated water that emerges at these sites. Some research into the energy available
at sites in Mexico has been done [32]; however, the development of this type of energy is
still at a very early stage.
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3
COMPREHENSIVE OVERVIEW OF AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGIES
In this chapter, initiatives undertaken by various ocean energy research, development and
demonstration (RD&D) entities are surveyed and described using Appendix A and
Appendix B. Discussions on various projects that are currently in operation, along with
evaluation of several other systems currently being developed are outlined. (Generally
these discussions are separated by the technology developer, except in cases where one
company has several distinct technologies.) Projects that are no longer in operation, but
which represent a distinct technology, are also included. Some conversion concepts that
are no longer pursued are also presented in this report.
These technologies are separated by the type of ocean energy they capture: tidal potential
energy (via barrages), tidal currents, wave energy, ocean thermal energy, salinity
gradients and hydrothermal vents. Some devices are considered hybrid systems as these
are designed to convert more than one resource types (e.g., wave and tide concurrently);
such devices are categorized according to their main source of power generation. The
ocean energy devices, as studied in this report, are separated into six broad technologymaturity categories, each representing a different stage of development:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Commercial: Technologies that have been operating on commercial basis for
a significant period of time.
Pre-commercial: Systems that are claimed to be in such a level of
advancement where commercial deployment is reasonably expected within
few years.
Full-scale: Devices or concepts that have seen at least one full-cycle
development regardless of their scope of commercial production or present
status of progress.
Part-scale (Sea): Technologies that are reported to have undergone tests in
the sea (Part of the full system or part-scale model of the prototype).
Part-scale (Tank): Devices, concepts and prototypes that are in the research
and development phase undergoing tests in the laboratory environment.
Concept Design: Systems that have attracted attention due to their unique and
promising features, which may or may not be realized in the future.

A short pictorial form of this survey along with an indication of their stages of
development is given in Appendix A, followed by a brief description of each of these
technologies in Appendix B. It should be noted that with the present dynamic and everchanging status of the ocean energy sector, this categorization and overview requires
further updates.
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4
SUMMARY: TECHNOLOGY STATUS
Based on the survey presented in Chapter 3, a number of aspects significant to the ocean
energy sector are identified in this chapter. These observations are presented with a view
to indicating the trends in system design, technology maturity and country participation
within the emerging global marine energy sector.
4.1 Overview and Analysis of System Maturity
The maturity of systems falls across a wide spectrum, with most in the intermediate
stages of development. The maturity levels of tidal current and wave energy systems are
shown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, respectively.

Figure 4.1: Percentage of tidal current systems in each maturity category

Figure 4.2: Percentage of wave energy systems in each maturity category
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4.2

Overview of System Configurations (Power Take-Off)

Tidal current systems display a smaller variety, as most tidal current systems have
converged on a few turbine designs. Given that this sector of technological advancement
is not yet mature, a large number of systems have not identified the type of power takeoff/generator to be used. Most known tidal systems use a rotary generator of some type,
connected either directly or via a gearbox, with only a few using pressurized hydraulics
instead. Among wave devices, certain types are inherently designed for only one power
take-off system; OWCs use only air turbines, and overtopping devices use only low-head
water turbines. Among the other wave systems, however, the power systems in use are
highly diverse. Although pressurized hydraulics is the most common solution, especially
among point absorbers, mechanical systems, linear generators and other power take-off
systems are also in use.
The full range of power take-off systems in use by tidal and wave energy systems are
detailed in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, respectively.
Relatively few wave energy systems are still at the concept design stage; most system
developers have performed at least basic wave-tank tests. A large number of systems
have also undergone testing at sea. Among the tidal current systems, more systems are in
the concept design stage; however, the same number has also proceeded forward to
testing at sea. Currently, around six wave systems and one tidal current system have been
developed as full-sized prototypes, and have substantial potential for development as
commercial systems.
The full production category includes only a few systems: The various tidal barrages in
operation and the thermal gradient (OTEC) plants in India that are currently used for
desalination. The progress of specific systems, highlighting the leaders in terms of
developmental maturity, is described in more detail below.
Tidal barrages have been the most successful ocean power facilities to date, with the La
Rance and Annapolis barrages in particular demonstrating significant amounts of power
generation as well as long-term operation. Development work on new barrages continues
throughout the world, especially in the Republic of Korea, and technologies like Tidal
Delay and Offshore Tidal Lagoons offer a more environmentally sensitive alternative to
traditional barrages. It is likely that tidal barrages will continue to represent the majority
of total ocean power generation during the near future.
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Figure 4.3: Usage of power take-off systems among various tidal current energy
technologies

Tidal current energy offers a great deal of promise, especially during the early stages
when the highest-energy sites are all still available for the implementation of new
systems. Among the horizontal-axis turbines, the MCT SeaFlow and the Hammerfest
turbine have deployed 300-kW prototypes, and the latter provides power to the local grid.
The MCT Seagen has completed its construction and a full-scale pre-commercial unit has
been deployed. The Clean Current system, Open-Centre system, and the Tocardo system
have all been deployed as test prototypes at sea, and the Underwater Electric Kite and
Verdant Power turbine have also undergone testing. The Evopod, SRTT and TidEl are
undergoing scale testing as well, and may be able to deploy prototypes in the near future.
The Enermar Kobold turbine is one of the more advanced devices in the vertical-axis
turbine category, with a full-scale, grid-connected prototype deployed and generating
power. Various designs of vertical-axis turbines have also been deployed in China, and
testing at sea of unconventional devices like the HydroVenturi has also occurred. Among
the other vertical-axis turbine systems, the Davis Hydro turbine, the EnCurrent turbine,
and the Gorlov Helical turbine have all undergone scale testing at laboratory or sea.
Overall, these technologies represent the current norm of tidal current development.
Other devices, such as the Lunar Energy RTT, are at test and development stages with
various levels of testing completed.
Wave energy devices have a wide variety of different methods for extracting wave
energy, each of which allows for different types of power take-off. Air turbines, used
almost exclusively in OWCs, appear in a number of systems. Several onshore projects
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have undergone long-term, grid-connected operation at full scale, including the Pico
OWC plant and the Islay Limpet 500.

Figure 4.4: Usage of power take-off systems among various wave energy technologies

A number of other systems, most of which were grid-connected, have been tested at sea:
the Oceanlinx/Energetech OWC, the Vizhinjam OWC in India, the GIEC OWC systems
in China, and the OWC systems developed in Japan. These systems are all either the
nearshore or onshore type. Several offshore OWC systems are at the part-scale testing
stage, including the Sperboy and MRC1000, the OE Buoy and the OWEL “Grampus.” A
wide variety of other systems based on OWCs are currently in the earlier developmental
stages.
Among the linear generator-based systems, the Archimedes Wave Swing has tested a
prototype at sea and further devices are under development. At a smaller scale,
researchers at Oregon State University have been investigating and developing linear
generator technology as well as point absorber buoys. Along with the OSU designs, the
Trident Energy Converter is also in the small-scale stage of testing. Several other systems
are currently in the earlier stages of development.
A number of ocean power systems have unspecified power take-off mechanisms. The
OPT Powerbuoy is a rather advanced technology, with two 40-kW units deployed at sea
and several installations in the planning stages. Two other floating buoys, the Manchester
Bobber and the WET-NZ wave device, have undergone scale testing, and many other
designs, such as the Syncwave device, are in the initial stages of development.
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A large number of wave devices use pressurized hydraulics for power take-off. The
leader in this category is the Pelamis device. At present, a wave farm consisting of three
Pelamis devices is being operated along the coast of Portugal [4]. There are also a
number of other devices that have completed scale testing at sea, including the McCabe
Wave Pump, the SDE onshore wave absorber, the GIEC onshore oscillating buoy, the
FO3 SEEWEC, the Greek Wave Energy Point Absorber, the Wave Star and the
WaveRoller. The Wave Star has provided power to the grid, whereas the Greek Wave
Energy Point Absorber and the McCabe Wave Pump have only demonstrated the delivery
of pressurized seawater. The AquaBuOY and Wavebob systems have also been tested as
prototypes. A large number of devices, including the Duck, are in development but have
not yet undergone full-scale trials.
Most of the wave devices that use water turbines for power take-off are based on
overtopping concepts; however, a few other approaches also exist. The Wave Dragon is
the leading device in this category; it has been deployed at sea as a comprehensive test
prototype and it has provided power to the local grid. Another device, the WaveRotor,
was connected to the grid during its part-scale testing at sea. Devices in the earlier stages
of development include the Seawave Slot-Cone Generator (SSG) and the WavePlane.
OTEC has been demonstrated in several plants; those in the US and Japan have
demonstrated its viability for power generation, and those in India have provided
significant amounts of fresh water. Though OTEC technology has limited potential for
areas like the Pacific Northwest that do not have high sea-surface temperatures, other
uses, such as heating, cooling and desalination processes, may take advantage of this
technology.
Salinity gradient is still at a relatively early stage; while the Pressure-Retarded Osmosis
(PRO) process shows potential, significant advances in membrane technology will likely
be required in order to make the technology feasible for large-scale generation.
Hydrothermal vent power is at a very early stage of development and further progress in
this area need to be realized through testing and demonstration.
4.3 Overview of Country Involvement
The development of ocean energy systems is spread widely across a number of countries,
with the United Kingdom and the United States each representing a substantial portion.
The UK is leading the development effort, with a significant lead over the US in number
of systems. Canada, Norway, Australia and Denmark also have a significant number of
systems in development. Although only a limited number of systems are under
development in Portugal, it should be noted that many more systems, including the
Pelamis and the Archimedes Wave Swing, have undergone deployment and testing there.
Overall, 25 countries (including Portugal and Denmark for the archipelagos of the Azores
and the Faroe Islands, respectively) are participating in the development of ocean power.
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As shown in Figure 2, there are more wave systems than tidal current systems, and wave
and tidal current systems significantly outnumber other system types. The large number
of wave devices is likely due to two factors: Firstly, the potential resource available is
much higher for wave than it is for tidal current. Secondly, there is a wide variety of
different methods for extracting wave energy, whereas tidal current systems have mostly
converged on a few different turbine designs. The number of tidal current systems is
likely due to the simplicity of the technology, which is very similar to the technologies
and techniques used in wind power. Overall, wave energy and tidal current energy are the
focus of current ocean power development efforts.
A large number of prototypes have been developed in the UK, with only a few amongst
the other countries. However, systems at various stages of development are present in
almost every country, demonstrating the wide distribution of technological progress.
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Ocean Energy Conversion Technology/Concept at a Glance
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Tidal Barrage Technologies
Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country Technology
Genre

Power take-off
system

Electricite de France (EDF)

France Tidal Barrage

Bulb Turbine

Nova Scotia Power

Canada Tidal Barrage

Straflo Turbine

Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries
(MMAF)

Korea Tidal Barrage

Bulb Turbine

Not specified

China

Unspecified

Not specified

Russia Tidal Barrage

Bulb Turbine

Tidal Electric

UK

Tidal Barrage

Unspecified

CleanTechCom, Woodshed Technologies

AustraliaTidal Barrage

Unspecified

UNAM Engineering Institute

Mexico Tidal Barrage

Unspecified

La Rance Barrage

Annapolis Barrage

Sihwa Tidal Barrage
Tidal Barrage

China Barrages (Jiangxia,
others)

Kislaya Guba

Offshore Tidal Lagoons

Tidal Delay

Two-Basin Barrage
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Tidal Current Technologies
Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

Marine Current Technology

UK

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Induction Generator

Verdant Power LLC

US

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Induction Generator

Hammerfest Strom AS

Norway

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Unspecified
Generator

UEK Systems

US

Horizontal Axis
Turbine - Ducted

Unspecified
Generator

Clean Current

Canada

Horizontal Axis
Turbine - Ducted

Permanent Magnet
Generator

SMD Hydrovision

UK

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Unspecified

OpenHydro Group Ltd

Ireland

Horizontal Axis
Turbine - Ducted

Permanent Magnet
Generator

SeaGen

Verdant Power - Turbine

Hammerfest - Turbine

UEK Turbine

Clean Current Tidal Turbine

TidEL

Open-Centre Turbine
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

Teamwork Technology BV

NetherlandsHorizontal Axis
Turbine

Permanent Magnet
Generator

Oceanflow Energy, Overberg Ltd

UK

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Unspecified

Scotrenewables

UK

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Unspecified

Swanturbines

UK

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Unspecified

Lunar Energy

UK

Horizontal Axis
Turbine - Ducted

Pressurized
Hydraulics

TidalStream

UK

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Unspecified

Pole Mer Bretagne

France

Horizontal Axis
Turbine - Ducted

Unspecified

Tocardo

Evopod

Scotrenewables Tidal Turbine (SRTT)

Swan Turbine

Rotech Tidal Turbine

Semi-Submersible Turbine

Marenergie
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

Tidal Hydraulic Generators Ltd
(THGL)

UK

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Bourne Energy

US

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Unspecified

Marine Energy Generation Ltd
(MEG)

UK

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Kinetic Energy Systems

US

Horizontal Axis
Turbine - Ducted

Unspecified

Statkraft, Hydra Tidal Energy
Technology (HTET)

Norway

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Unspecified

Tidal Generation Limited

UK

Horizontal Axis
Turbine

Unspecified

GCK Technology Inc

US

Vertical Axis Turbine Unspecified

Tidal Stream Generator

TidalStar

DeltaStream

Hydrokinetic Generator

Statkraft Tidal Turbine

Submerged Tidal Turbine

Gorlov Turbine
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

(Enermar Project)
Ponte Di Archimede International
S.p.A.

Italy

Vertical Axis Turbine Induction Generator

Harbin Engineering University
(HEU)

China

Vertical Axis Turbine Unspecified

Blue Energy

Canada

Vertical Axis Turbine Unspecified

New Energy Corporation Inc

Canada

Vertical Axis Turbine Permanent Magnet
Generator

Coastal Hydropower Corporation

Canada

Vertical Axis Turbine Unspecified

Sea Power

Sweden

Vertical Axis Turbine Unspecified

Neptune Renewable Energy

UK

Vertical Axis Turbine Unspecified

Kobold Turbine

Wanxiang Vertical Turbine

Davis Hydro Turbine

EnCurrent Turbine

Ducted Vertical Turbine

EXIM Tidal Turbine

Neptune Proteus Tidal Power Pontoon
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

UNAM Engineering Insitute

Mexico

Vertical Axis Turbine Unspecified

Atlantisstrom

Germany

Vertical Axis Turbine Unspecified

Water Wall Turbine

Canada

Vertical Axis Turbine Unspecified

QinetiQ Ltd

UK

Vertical Axis Turbine Permanent Magnet
Generator

Edinburgh University

UK

Vertical Axis Turbine Pressurized
Hydraulics

The Engineering Business Ltd

UK

Hydrofoil

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Robert Gordon University

UK

Hydrofoil

Unspecified

Pulse Generation Ltd

UK

Hydrofoil

Unspecified

Tidal Sails AS

Norway

Hydrofoil

Unspecified

Impulsa Turbine

Atlantisstrom

WWTurbine

Cycloidal Turbine

Vertical Axis Ring Cam Turbine / Polo
device

Stringray

SeaSnail

Pulse Generator

Harmonica
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

BioPower Systems

Australia

Hydrofoil

Unspecified

HydroVenturi Ltd

UK

Other Tidal

Unspecified

Neptune Systems

NetherlandsOther Tidal

Unspecified

Greenheat Systems Limited

UK

Unspecified

bioStream

HydroVenturi

Superconducting Magentic Energy
Storage (SMES)

Gentec Venturi
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Other Tidal

Ocean Wave Technologies
Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

Wavegen

UK

OWC - Onshore

Air Turbine

Wave Energy Centre of Portugal

Portugal

OWC - Onshore

Air Turbine

Isle of Islay Shoreline OWC

UK

OWC - Onshore

Air Turbine

Kværner Brug’s OWC plant at Toftestallen Norway

OWC - Onshore

Air Turbine

Sanze shoreline gully

Japan

OWC - Onshore

Air turbine

National Institute of Ocean Technology
(NIOT)

India

OWC - Onshore

Air Turbine

Saga University

Japan

OWC - Onshore

Air Turbine

Limpet OWC

Pico OWC

Isle of Islay

Kværner Brug’s

Sanze shoreline gully

Vizhinjam OWC

Caisson OWC
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

Guangzhou Institue of Energy Conversion
(GIEC)

China

OWC – Onshore

Air Turbine

SeWave Ltd

Denmark

OWC - Onshore

Air Turbine

Ministry of Transport

Japan

OWC - Near-shore

Air Turbine

Daedalus Informatics Ltd

Greece

OWC - Onshore

Air Turbine

Wavegen

UK

OWC –
Near-shore

Air Turbine

Oceanlinx
(Energetech)

Australia

OWC – Near-shore

Air Turbine

JAMSTEC

Japan

OWC – Floating

Air Turbine

Onshore OWC

Tunneled Wave Power Plant

The Sakata OWC

Wave Energy Conversion Actuator
(WECA)

Osprey OWC

Port Kembla OWC

Mighty Whale OWC
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

Guangzhou Institue of Energy Conversion
(GIEC)

China

OWC – Floating

Air Turbine

Orecon

UK

OWC – Floating

Air Turbine

Embley Energy

UK

OWC – Floating

Air Turbine

Ocean Energy Ltd

Ireland

OWC – Floating

Air Turbine

Offshore Wave Energy Ltd (OWEL)

UK

OWC – Floating

Air Turbine

Float Inc

US

OWC – Floating

Air Turbine

Marine Energy Generation Ltd (MEG)

UK

OWC – Floating

Air Turbine

Backwards Bent Duck Buoy

MRC1000

SPERBOY

OE Buoy

OWEL Grampus

Pneumatically Stabilized Platform

HydroAir
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

AWS Ocean Energy

UK

Absorber - Point

Linear Generator

Ocean Power Technologies

US

Absorber - Point

Linear Generator

Seabased AB, Uppsala University

Sweden

Absorber - Point

Linear Generator

Oregon State University

US

Absorber - Point

Linear Generator

Applied Technologies Company Ltd

Russia

Absorber - Point

Linear Generator

Archimedes Wave Swing

Powerbuoy

Seabased Linear Generator

Permanent Magnet Linear Generator
Buoy

Float Wave Electric Power Station
(FWEPS)

47

Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

Trident Energy Limited

UK

Absorber - Point

Linear Generator

Wavebob Limited, Clearpower Technology Ireland
Ltd

Absorber - Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Guangzhou Institue of Energy Conversion
(GIEC)

China

Absorber - Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Danish Wave Energy Program, Ramboll

Denmark

Absorber - Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Not specified

Sweden

Absorber - Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Finavera (Aquaenergy)

Canada

Absorber - Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Trident Energy Converter

Wavebob

Onshore Oscillating Buoy

Danish Wave Power (DWP) Float-Pump

Swedish Hose-pump

AquabuOY
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

Wave Energy S.A.

Greece

Absorber - Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Seapower Pacific

Australia

Absorber - Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Independent Natural Resource, Inc (INRI)

US

Absorber - Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

College of the North Atlantic

Canada

Absorber - Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Edinburgh University

UK

Absorber - Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Syncwave Energy Inc

Canada

Absorber - Point

Mechanical

Wave Energy Point Absorber

CETO Wave Pump

Seadog Pump

Burin Wave Power Pump

Sloped IPS Buoy

Syncwave
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

Ocean Navitas Ltd

UK

Absorber - Point

Mechanical

Able Technologies LLC

US

Absorber - Point

Mechanical

Wave Energy Technology - New Zealand
(WET-NZ)

New
Zealand

Absorber - Point

Other

Fluid Mechanics Laboratory - École CentraleFrance
de Nantes

Absorber - Point

Other

Fred Olsen Ltd.

Norway

Absorber - Multi
Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Ocean Motion International

US

Absorber - Multi
Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Wave Star Energy

Denmark

Absorber - Multi
Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Aegir Dynamo

EGWaP

Wave Energy Device

Searev

FO3

OMI WavePump

Wave Star
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

S.D.E. Ltd

Israel

Absorber Directional Float

Pressurized
Hydraulics

University of Manchester Intellectual
Property Limited

UK

Absorber - Multi
Point

Mechanical

Federal University of Rio De Janeiro

Brazil

Absorber - Multi
Point

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Wave Energy Technologies Inc.

Canada

Absorber Directional Float

Mechanical

Edinburgh University

UK

Absorber Directional Float

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Neptune Renewable Energy

UK

Absorber Directional Float

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Lancaster University

UK

Absorber Directional Float

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Seavolt Technologies

US

Absorber Directional Float

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Onshore Wave Absorber

Manchester Bobber

COPPE Concept/ Hyperbaric Device,

WET EnGen

The Duck

Triton

PS Frog

Wave Rider
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

Wave Dragon Ltd.

Denmark

Overtopping

Water Turbine

Norwave A.S., Oslo

Norway

Overtopping

Water Turbine

WAVEenergy AS

Norway

Overtopping

Water Turbine

Sea Power

Sweden

Overtopping

Water Turbine

AW-Energy Oy

Finland

Inverted Pendulum

Pressurized
Hydraulics

C-Wave Limited

UK

Inverted Pendulum

Pressurized
Hydraulics

The Engineering Business

UK

Inverted Pendulum

Pressurized
Hydraulics

AquaMarine Power Ltd

UK

Inverted Pendulum

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Wave Dragon

TAPCHAN

Seawave Slot-Cone Generator

Floating Wave Power Vessel (FWPV)

WaveRoller

C-Wave

Frond

Oyster
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

BioPower Systems

Australia

Inverted Pendulum

Mechanical

Ocean Power Delivery;
Pelamis Wave Power

UK

Other Wave

Pressurized
Hydraulics

OCEANTEC Energias Marinas S.L.

Spain

Other wave

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Hydam Techology Limited

Ireland

Other Wave

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Muroran Institute of Technology, Harbor
Research Center

Japan

Other Wave

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Ecofys

Netherlands Other Wave

Water Turbine

Ocean WaveMaster Limited

UK

Other Wave

Water Turbine

Glen Edward Cook

US

Other Wave

Mechanical

Scientific Applications & Research
Associates (SARA), Inc

US

Other Wave

Other

bioWave

Pelamis

Oceantec

McCabe Wave Pump

Pendulor

Wave Rotor

WaveMaster

Floating Wave Powered Generator

MHD generator
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Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology Genre

Power take-off
system

Ocean Wave Energy Company (OWECO)

US

Other Wave

Linear Generator

Aaron Goldin

US

Other Wave

Other

WavePlane International AS

Denmark

Other Wave

Water Turbine

Joules Energy Efficiency Services Ltd

UK

Other Wave

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Waveberg Development Limited

Canada

Other Wave

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Wavemill Energy Corporation

Canada

Other Wave

Pressurized
Hydraulics

Wind Waves and Sun

US

Other Wave

Air Turbine

Ocean Wave Energy Converter (OWEC)

Gyro-Gen

WavePlane

Tetron

Waveberg

Wavemill

WaveBlanket
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Thermal Gradient Technologies
CountryTechnology GenrePower take-off

Technology/Plant NameCompany/Organization

National Institute of Ocean Technology (NIOT) India

OTEC

Other

National Institute of Ocean Technology (NIOT) India

OTEC

Other

NELHA

US

OTEC

Other

NELHA

US

OTEC

Other

Tokyo Electric, Kyushu Electric, Saga UniversityJapan

OTEC

Other

Saga University

Japan

OTEC

Other

OCEES International, Inc

US

OTEC

Other

Sea Solar Power, Inc

US

OTEC

Other

Maine Development Associates, Inc

US

OTEC

Other

Barge-Mounted OTEC

Land-based OTEC

Closed-Cycle OTEC

Open-Cycle OTEC

Closed-Cycle OTEC

Hybrid OTEC

Kalina Cycle OTEC

Hybrid OTEC

OTEC
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Salinity Gradient and Hydrothermal Vent Technologies
Technology/Plant Name

Company/Organization

Country

Technology GenrePower take-off system

Statkraft, SINTEF

Norway

Salinity Gradient Other

Wader LLC

US

Salinity Gradient Other

Westus

NetherlandsSalinity Gradient Other

Pressure Retarded Osmosis

Hydrocratic Generator

Reverse Electro Dialysis
UNAM Engineering InstituteMexico

Hydrothermal Vent Power
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Hydrothermal

Other

APPENDIX B

Brief Description of the Conversion Processes
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B1 Tidal Barrage Technologies
La Rance, France
Completed in 1966, the Rance barrage is the oldest tidal power plant and the largest in terms of power output
at over 240MW rated power. Average annual power output is 600GWh (68.7MW). The plant uses reversible
Kaplan turbines, which can generate during just the flood or ebb tide, or during both parts of the tidal cycle.
The generators can also be used as pumps in order to optimize the timing of power delivery. Although
dynamic control of generation/pumping did increase the power output, it was decided that, because of the
environmental impact of reduced tidal range as well as overall predictability of the power delivery, the plant
would generally be run in one-way ebb generation. Given the size of the plant, its length of operation, and its
integration into the commercial grid, La Rance is probably the most successful ocean power installation to
date [10][35].
Annapolis, Nova Scotia Power, Canada
The Annapolis river tidal generator plant has been in operation since 1984, and with a rated power output of
20MW, it is second only to the La Rance barrage. The plant operates on a unidirectional basis, generating on
the ebb tide and filling the reservoir on the flood tide, giving it an average annual power production of
50GWh (5.7MW). It is based on a single, 20MW rim-generation-type Straflo turbine, which is the largest of
its type in the world [33].
Sihwa Tidal Barrage, Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (MMAF), Republic of Korea
In 1994, the Korean government built a 12.7 km barrage across an estuary near Ansan, Korea, with the goal of
reclaiming an area of the sea for agriculture and a freshwater reservoir. However, industrial use of the new
lake combined with the low amount of freshwater recharge resulted in substantial pollution, and in 2001,
holes were added to the barrage to reconnect the lake with the sea. The new plan for the site calls for the
creation of a tidal barrage type generation plant, whose large amount of inflow/discharge is expected to
substantially improve the water quality in lake Sihwa. Construction is now underway on 254 MW of
generators for the tidal barrage, which will make the Sihwa barrage the largest tidal barrage (passing La
Rance) in the world once it is completed in near future. The plant is based on one-way, ebb tide generation,
allowing it to generate power twice per day. Further sites for tidal barrages in Korea are under consideration
The Sihwa Tidal barrage plant is expected to start operation in 2009 [15][38].
Jiangxia, China (and other Chinese barrage plants)
The Jiangxia tidal plant, built in China in 1980, provides up to 3.2 MW of power, averaging 11GWh per year
(1.3 MW). Additional tidal barrage plants were constructed in Baishakou and Haishan, providing up to 640
kW and 150 kW, respectively. Detailed information about the power generation equipment at these facilities
was not available [10][17][27].
Kislaya Guba, Russia
In Kislaya Guba, Russia, a tidal barrage was built in 1968 to take advantage of a natural 50 m-wide channel
between Ura Bay and the sea. A floating power plant was built and then towed into position, where it was
sunk to close off the channel. The plant contained a reversible bulb-type turbine/generator that uses an
“asynchronous synchronous generator” (possibly a synchronous generator run at variable speeds whose
output is then put through power electronics to synchronize it to the grid). Unfortunately, due to the small
tidal range present at the site (2.3m), the plant has a rated capacity of only 0.4MW [10] [34].
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Offshore Tidal Lagoons, Tidal Electric, UK
Representing a new approach to tidal barrages, ‘Tidal Electric’ has developed a system based on an artificial
offshore lagoon. The lagoon would be located in shallow water in an area with suitably large tidal range; a
lagoon system would be created there by an encircling wall made of concrete or rock fill, and would consist
of either one large lagoon or multiple smaller ones. Several reversible, low-head turbines would be used to
allow generation on both flood and ebb tides, and in the case of the multiple lagoon system, keeping each
reservoir at different heights during the tidal cycle could allow for continuous power generation. The Tidal
Electric system does not require an estuary to be closed off, which should minimize the impact on the
environment and other ocean users. The company has developed a proposal for a tidal lagoon at Swansea Bay,
UK [36][37].
Tidal Delay, Woodshed Technologies Pty Ltd, Australia
The Tidal Delay technology is designed for areas where an isthmus or bay has created a natural partially
closed tidal barrage. In such areas, the change in the level of water in the constrained area can lag the level of
the sea, leading to a head difference between the two locations. The tidal delay system uses a pipe either
passing over the isthmus (using the siphon effect) or an underground pipe running between the ocean and the
constrained area. In both cases, the water would be run through a bi-directional turbine to generate power.
Although the technology required is already well understood, the amount of power that can be generated and
the feasibility of the system depends on both the length of pipe necessary and the tidal range available at the
site [39].
Two-Basin Barrage, UNAM Engineering Institute, Mexico
Several sites in the Mar de Corts region (between the Baja peninsula and mainland Mexico) have been
identified as possible sites for tidal barrages due to their substantial tidal range. Over 3.4 GW (28.5 TWh/y) of
possible barrage power has been identified in this region. Seeking to improve the power delivery
characteristics, engineers at UNAM have developed a concept for a two-basin system requiring only a small
barrage. The system would take advantage of the two naturally existing basins at Puerto Peasco that drain
through a narrow inlet, and could provide up to 86 MW of power [32].
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B2 Tidal Current Technologies
B2.1

Horizontal-Axis Turbines

SeaFlow and SeaGen, Marine Current Technologies, UK
The SeaFlow project involved a full-scale demonstration device installed in the Bristol Channel, UK, with a
rated power of 300 kW. The device consisted of a 2-bladed, 1 1m-diameter variable-pitch rotor connected
through a gearbox to an induction generator. The turbine was mounted on a movable assembly, which
allowed it to be raised out of the water for maintenance. The assembly was attached to a single ‘monopile’
base that was then anchored to the seafloor. The initial device was not grid-connected, however it was able to
reach the targeted peak power levels of 300 kW [45][46][47]. Following the success of SeaFlow, MCT
designed and built the SeaGen, a 1.2MW twin-rotor turbine similar to SeaFlow. Installation has been done in
2008 and the SeaGen grid-connected system is currently operating [5].
Verdant Power, US
Verdant Power has been exploring its horizontal axis FreeFlow turbines in the East River in New York. The
seabed-anchored turbines are 5 m in diameter, three-bladed and fixed-pitch, and use a small hydrofoil to align
the turbine to the tidal flows. The first turbine is operational and providing 35 kW (peak) of power to a few
local businesses. Installation of additional turbines, up to the pilot plant’s 175 kW total, is in progress. The
company is also investigating the creation of tidal plants up to 5 MW in various locations around the world
[63][64].
Hammerfest Strom AS, Norway
The Hammerfest tidal turbine is a 3-bladed, seabed-anchored device that turns (like a wind generator) to face
varying tidal flows. Although limited information on its performance is available, its is known that the device
is rated at 300 kW and has been connected to the power grid for the nearby town of Hammerfest. The
company also has plans to build and install a prototype in Scotland, eventually leading to 1 MW commercial
devices [42][43].
Underwater Electric Kite, UEK Systems, US
The Underwater Electric Kite consists of a pair of contra-rotating, ducted turbines, and uses buoyancy control
to operate at varying heights within the stream. This design avoids the need to fix the device to the seabed,
and allows it to move freely to the highest flow areas in the current. The UEK is designed for rivers as well as
tidal streams, with the current prototype employing a pair of 3 m diameter turbines for a maximum output of
90 kW in 2.5 m/s currents. The first prototype was deployed near a hydro plant in St. Catherine, Ontario, and
more tests/developments are being explored near a hydro plant in Manitoba. The company also has plans to
deploy the UEK in Zambia, Columbia, and at other sites worldwide [77][78].
Clean Current, Canada
The CleanCurrent tidal turbine uses a ducted configuration, with a variable-speed permanent magnet
generator rated at 65 kW. The generator is a rim-type permanent magnet generator, where the ends of each
turbine blade form the rotor and the surrounding cowling forms the stator. The first prototype device was
installed at the research facility at Race Rocks, BC, where a combined renewable energy system incorporating
the turbine, 7 kW of solar power, and a battery storage system were used for replacing diesel generation at the
off-grid location. Performance data for the tidal turbine is not publicly available, however Clean Current has
plans for an array of commercial tidal turbines ranging from 1.1-5.0MW [65][66][67]. Newer designs and
subsequent deployments in Bay of Fundy, Nova Scotia, Canada, is expected in 2009-2010 period.
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TidEl, SMD Hydrovision, UK
The TidEl device uses a pair of fixed-pitch turbines mounted on a central boom. It is partially buoyant and
anchored to the seafloor via mooring lines, allowing it to float at any depth and rotate to face any direction.
The arbitrary positioning of the device allow it to be placed in the middle of a channel, avoiding problems
with cavitation that can occur near the surface while also removing the need for extensive mountings to be
built on the seafloor. This design also allows the device to be placed in the highest flow areas of a channel,
and to be floated to the surface for performing maintenance. The full size device will use a pair of threebladed, 15 m-diameter turbines to generate up to 1 MW of power, and will use a rectifier-inverter for
providing stable output. Thus far, a 1:10 scale device has been built and tested, and development of a full-size
prototype is underway [58][59][60].
Open-Centre Turbine, OpenHydro, Ireland
The OpenHydro tidal turbine is an open-centre, rim-generator style tidal turbine, similar to the Clean Current
Turbine, at least from the perspective of machine design. The 6 m-diameter turbine uses high solidity blades
and is mounted on a twin-monopile structure that can raise and lower the turbine into/out of the water for
testing and maintenance. Commercial devices would be permanently anchored to the seafloor. The prototype
will be connected to the grid, however no information about the device’s performance is available.
OpenHydro has purchased Florida Hydro, a company that was developing a similar open-centre turbine and
which had conducted tests of a 5.6 kW prototype. OpenHydro has secured funding for a second turbine in the
same location, and has plans to install a turbine in Bay of Fundy, Nova Scotia, Canada, as well
[70][71][72][73].
Tocardo, Teamwork Technologies BV, The Netherlands
The “Tocardo” turbine is a horizontal-axis tidal turbine that uses a two-bladed, fixed-pitch turbine. The
variable-speed turbine is designed for mounting in the outflow sluices of storm protection barrages. A gridconnected prototype, with a 2.8 m diameter rotor, was deployed in 2006 and generated up to 35 kW in
currents of 3.2 m/s. While the prototype employed a gearbox, future devices will instead use permanent
magnet generators directly coupled to the turbines. The company has plans for further deployments of the
devices, including a 100-200 MW farm of 10 devices in near future [61][62].
Evopod, Oceanflow Energy, UK
A recent entry into the area of tidal turbines, the Evopod consists of a turbine and generator mounted in a pod
underwater, supported by a floating platform. The hydrofoil-like shape of the platform, along with the
mooring system, allows the device to face currents from any direction. The overall system attempts to use
standard wind turbine equipment where possible, including a gearbox for the generator. A 1:10 scale
prototype of the device was the first device tested at the New and Renewable Energy Centre (NaREC) tidal
test center, and the company is developing a 500 kW prototype, which it plans to install at the European
Marine Energy Center (EMEC) test facility in Orkney, UK [40][41].
Scotrenewables Tidal Turbine (SRTT), Scotrenewables, UK
The SRTT consists of a floating pontoon, which is held in place by a mooring cable and connected to a
seafloor-mounted electrical junction box by a separate, floating cable. Two nacelles hang down on either side
of the pontoon, each holding one of the two contra-rotating turbines. The nacelles are designed to fold up
towards the pontoon during transportation. Sea trials of a 1:7 scale prototype have begun, and further
survivability tests using scale models are planned [44].
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Swan Turbine, Swanturbines, UK
The Swan Turbine is a horizontal-axis tidal turbine with a novel maintenance system. The turbine is mounted
on the seabed, and uses fixed-pitch blades and a low-speed generator in order to remove the need for a
gearbox and minimize the amount of moving parts required. The turbine mounting is designed to telescope, so
that the turbine can be raised up out of the water for installation, maintenance, and removal. The company has
tested a 1.5 kW prototype, and development work for a medium-scale, 350 kW turbine is in progress [53].
Rotech Tidal Turbine (RTT), Lunar Energy, UK
The RTT is a horizontal axis turbine that uses a duct to direct and accelerate the flow of marine currents. The
flared opening of the duct straightens the incoming flow, allowing the device to effectively generate energy
from currents that are 30 or more off-axis. It uses fixed-pitch turbine blades and an unconventional hydraulic
power take-off system; the turbine is used to power a hydraulic motor whose pressurized output is then
directed to a generator module above. The RTT uses a gravity base to anchor itself to the seabed, and it is
designed so that the whole center section (containing the turbine and generator) can be removed when
performing maintenance. Small-scale laboratory tests have been completed, and the company has plans to
install a 1 MW unit at the Orkney test facility. Lunar Energy has obtained an investigative use permit for the
Discovery Passage, BC area, and it plans to begin development work for that area in 2009 [18][74][75].
Semi-Submersible Turbine (SST), TidalStream, UK
TidalStream has developed the SST design with the aim of deploying units in the Pentland Firth, UK, a highenergy tidal site. The device is buoyant, and consists of a vertical boom on which four turbines, in two contrarotating pairs, are mounted. The boom is rigidly attached to an anchored base on the seabed, but it is allowed
to swivel around the joint both vertically and horizontally. The movement of the joint allows the device to be
floated to the surface during installation, maintenance, and removal, reducing the amount of work that must
be performed underwater. During normal operation, it floats with only the very top of the device above the
water. A small-scale demonstrator for the turbine and buoyancy technology was deployed in the Thames
River; although the prototype was connected to the grid, due to the low power of the turbine and the static
losses of the generation equipment, no power could be delivered [48][49].
Marenergie, Pole Mer Bretagne, France
The Marenergie project was developed by a working group of companies known as Pole Mer Bretagne. The
device itself is a seabed-anchored horizontal-axis ducted tidal turbine. The duct for the turbine is hexagonal in
shape, making it robust and simple to manufacture. Small-scale tank tests have been performed, and the group
is developing a 200 kW prototype device that will eventually lead to full-scale,1 MW devices [69].
Tidal Stream Generator (DeltaStream), Tidal Hydraulic Generators Ltd (THGL), UK
THGL has developed a tidal turbine system designed for implementation in ecologically sensitive areas. The
system is based on an array of turbines that rests on the seabed, and aside from the mass of the device, no
additional anchoring systems are used. The turbines are used to pump a hydraulic fluid (vegetable oil)
onshore, where it is used for power generation. The company also has a design that can pump seawater for
desalination. A series of tests with a 6 m-diameter turbine were conducted in Milford Haven Waterway, UK,
and the company has plans for 3.5 MW plant to be located in Pembrokeshire, UK. In 2006, THGL and the
engineering company “Peter Brotherhood” partnered to create a new company, Marine Energy Generation
Ltd (MEG). MEG will build on the THGL developments to create the DeltaStream, a 1 MW device based
around three turbines mounted on a triangular base. The company has plans to build a full size device in near
future, but no information on its progress is available [56][57][119].
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TidalStar, Bourne Energy, US
The TidalStar is a floating tidal turbine rated at 50 kW. The turbine uses a pair of contra-rotating blades, one
in front of the other, mounted in a pod attached to a floating pontoon. The complete system would involve a
series of pontoons/turbines, each connected to another, reaching across a tidal channel. Further details about
the system are unclear, but the company is currently developing 1:3 and 1:7 scale prototypes [54][55].
Hydrokinetic Generator, Kinetic Energy Systems, US
The Hydrokinetic generator is based on a large, rectangular duct that narrows down toward the back, where
the water passes through the generator. No particular turbine/generator is specified, however the company
believes that it can support turbines ranging from 5 kW to 4.5 MW. The duct is designed for incorporation
into a larger platform, which would also support an offshore turbine to allow for combined power generation
[68].
Statkraft Tidal Turbine, Statkraft, Norway
The Statkraft tidal turbine is based on a floating platform anchored in a tidal channel. A pod hangs down into
the stream from each side of the platform, with two turbines mounted on each pod. Both turbines are
connected to the same generator, with one rotating the rotor and the other rotating the stator in the opposite
direction. The contra-rotating arranged reduces the torque on the supporting arms, and doubles the effective
speed of rotation of the generator. Each generator is rated at 500kW, giving the full device a rating of 1 MW.
The company is developing a prototype plant, called MORILD, and they are planning to complete it in near
future [50][51].
Submerged Tidal Turbine, Tidal Generation Limited (TGL), UK
TGL is currently developing a submerged, horizontal-axis tidal turbine. The information available is limited,
but the device appears to be seabed-anchored with a three-bladed, fixed-pitch turbine. It is designed for
operation in depths of more than 30 m, where there are significant tidal resources. Currently, the company is
working on a 500 kW prototype turbine, which it plans to install at the Orkney test centre [52].
B2.2

Vertical Axis Turbines

Gorlov Helical Turbine, GCK Technology, US
The Gorlov turbine is a vertical axis turbine, which uses blades that are twisted into a helix shape, rather than
the straight blades typically employed by other vertical axis turbines. The helical shape reduces the amount of
vibrations that can otherwise occur in vertical turbines and allows the turbine to capture up to 35% of the
energy of the water flowing through it. Extensive prototype tests have occurred, including a test in Amesbury,
Massachusetts that was performed in 2004 in partnership with Verdant Power. During the test, a small turbine
generated up to 0.8kW in currents of 1.5 m/s. Testing has also occurred in South Korea, where in 2002 a pair
of turbines were deployed in Uldomok Strait. Following the successful tests, the Korean Ocean R&D Institute
began work on a 1 MW plant based on a larger turbine and a pair of generators. GCK Technology has also
deployed small turbines in Maine, New York, and Brazil. The turbine in Maine generates up to 5 kW and is
grid-connected, and the one in Brazil is used to provide power for a remote community [15][17][89][88][90].
Enermar Kobold Turbine, Ponte Di Archimede International S.p.A., Italy
The Kobold Turbine is a vertical axis turbine suspended from a floating buoy. The prototype, installed in the
Strait of Messina, Italy, uses three blades with a 6 m-diameter turbine, generating up to 25 kW from currents
of 2.0 m/s. The turbine has been operating since 2001, and since 2005 has been supplying power to the local
grid. A rectifier-inverter is used to provide a stable electrical output, and the overall turbine and power system
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have been enhanced with a fully automatic control system. Further development is occurring towards an
improved device, and projects to provide power to island nations are under investigation [84][85].
Wanxiang Vertical Turbines, China
Two significant tidal turbine prototypes have been created in China. The Wanxiang-1, with a 70 kW capacity,
consisted of two vertical axis turbines mounted on a small floating barge. Operational for several years, the
barge produced between 5-20 kW of power in 2-2.5 m/s currents. The Wanxiang-2 uses gravity-based
anchoring to sit on the seabed, with the generators and electronics mounted above the waterline. It employs
two vertical axis turbines, and has a rated capacity of 40 kW. No performance data is available for the second
device [27].
Davis Hydro Turbine, Blue Energy, Canada
The Davis Hydro turbine is vertical axis turbine designed for use in tidal currents. The design was pioneered
by Barry Davis, who worked with the NRC to develop a series of grid-connected prototypes, the latest of
which became operational in 1987. The prototypes ranged from 4-100 kW, including a device that generated
up to 70 kW for the Nova Scotia power grid. Blue Energy has a concept design that uses a string of devices to
form a “tidal fence”, a tidal barrage-like structure made up of a wall of turbine units mounted across a tidal
estuary [80][81].
EnCurrent Turbine, New Energy Corporation Inc., Canada
Much like Blue Energy, EnCurrent drew from the similar early designs and prototypes that were created by
Barry Davis. The company has demonstrated its technology in freshwater applications (rivers, hydro dams &
industrial outflow channels) and has plans to develop a 500 kW demonstration project at Canoe Pass, BC,
which could later be expanded further up to 7 MW [82][83].
EXIM Tidal Turbine, Sea Power, Sweden
The EXIM turbine is vertical axis turbine designed for a per-unit power output of up to 72 kW. A small
prototype was deployed in the Shetland Islands, UK, where it was mounted on a boat for tests at controlled
speeds. The prototype generated 2 kW with currents of 2 m/s, and 3 kW with currents of 2.5 m/s. There were
plans for a full-scale demonstration device to be built in 2004, however no information about its progress is
available [86][87].
Proteus, Neptune Renewable Energy Ltd, UK
Designed for quick mooring, the Neptune Proteus is a floating, vertical-axis tidal turbine. The turbine is
mounted underneath a barge, where hinged plates form a variable shape duct that directs the flow of water
through the turbine. A gearbox and generator are mounted on top of the barge, where they can be easily
serviced. A 1:100 scale model of the turbine has been tested, and development of a 1:10 scale prototype is in
progress [91].
Impulsa Turbine, UNAM Engineering Institute, Mexico
The Impulsa design is based on a pair of vertical axis turbines mounted on a floating platform. Each turbine is
contained in a specially shaped channel that directs water flows around and into the turbine, maximizing the
amount of tidal current energy available to the turbine. Small-scale tank tests of the shaped channels have
been performed, and the group estimates that a 24m2 set of turbines could generate up to 194 kW in 3 m/s
currents [32].
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Atlantisstrom, Germany
The Atlantisstrom uses a variable blade pitch turbine, much like vertical axis turbines; however, it is mounted
with its axis of rotation across the channel. The mounting system allows the turbine to be mounted between
two pilings or bridge supports, or supported by cabling from each bank of a narrow channel. The variable
pitch blades turn face-on to the flow on the retreating side of the turbine, and are aligned into the flow, for
minimum drag, on the advancing side. This design allows the turbine to self-start. The company has built and
tested a 1:10 scale model of the turbine concept, and is currently seeking funding for a full-scale device. They
estimate that the full sized 10 m-diameter turbine could produce around 100 kW in flows of 3 m/s [93].
Water Wall Turbine, Water Wall Turbine Inc., Canada
Water Wall turbines are being designed and researched with a view to achieving environmentally friendly and
economic operation. While information on these systems’ performance and operational aspects is not
available, the company aims at harvesting 200 MW of Renewable Energy by 2012 and aims at larger multiunit projects [94].
Cycloidal Turbine, QinetiQ Ltd, UK
QinetiQ undertook an extensive process of mathematical modeling to develop a concept design for a verticalaxis turbine. The turbine would use 3 or 6 variable-pitch blades attached to a central hub, and depending on
the design used, could generate between 62 kW and 110 kW of power (daily average). The turbine would use
a permanent magnet generator, with the rotor and stator split between the turbine hub and base to allow
maintenance to be performed on each part independently [79].
Vertical Axis Ring-Cam Turbine, University of Edinburgh Wave Power Group, UK
The Vertical Axis Ring-Cam Turbine uses an unconventional power take-off system based on hydraulics. The
buoy itself consists of a ring-shaped floating section (fixed by mooring lines) that supports the rim of a
vertical axis turbine. A set of ring-cam pumps is connected to the rim of the turbine and sheltered inside the
float; the float itself has a series of indentations where the turbine joins it. As the turbine turns, the ring-cam
pumps pass by each indentation, driving down a piston and pumping hydraulic fluid. The fluid can then be
used to power a hydraulic motor and generator. The design does not require the turbine to have a central shaft,
potentially making large designs more feasible. Thus far, no prototype testing of the design has taken place
[95].
B2.3

Hydrofoil Systems

Stingray, The Engineering Business Ltd, UK
The Stingray is somewhat unusual design that uses a variable-pitch oscillating hydrofoil to generate power
from tidal currents. The hydrofoil is attached by an arm to the fixed seabed-anchored base, which allows the
hydrofoil to move vertically. Water flowing over the hydrofoil generates lift, and the varying angle of attack
of the hydrofoil causes it to rise and fall in the water, pumping hydraulic fluid. This hydraulic fluid can be
directed to a motor for power take-off. The prototype was rated at 150 kW of power; averaging 40-50 kW of
hydraulic power in 2 m/s flows (electrical power levels would be somewhat lower). According to an EPRI
report, the company is no longer developing the Stingray technology [73][103][104].
Pulse Generator, Pulse Generation Ltd, UK
Pulse Generation Ltd. is developing a tidal current generator that uses oscillating hydrofoils to extract energy.
The device will be anchored to the seabed in a shallow water environment, with the generation gear mounted
in a module above the water. Two hydrofoils, one on each side of the device, oscillate up and down as the
tidal current flows past them, driving a rod and cam system that converts the motion into rotation. This
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mechanical drive system is then directly connected to a permanent magnet generator. The company claims
that many hydrofoils can be connected to a single generator. The hydrofoils are designed to have a variable
stroke width, so that as the water depth increases during the tidal cycle, the device can harness the full depth
of the channel. Small-scale tank tests have been completed, and the company is developing a 100 kW, gridconnected prototype that it plans to install in near future [102].
Harmonica, Tidal Sails AS, Norway
Tidal Sails AS has designed an unconventional tidal current system based on a series of stacked sails. The
Harmonica consists of a large stack of rectangular sails, held together by cables in each corner. As the tidal
current begins to flow, the square sails are released one by one, pulling the cables along and turning a
generator. When the tidal current reverses, the sails are sent back, generating power on the return cycle as
well. Tank tests of the system have been completed, and the installation of a 25 m long prototype is planned
[98][99].

B2.4

Other Tidal Systems

Venturi-Turbine, Coastal Hydropower Corporation, Canada
The Coastal Hydropower Corporation has developed a hybrid tidal turbine design that involves both a venturi
and a vertical-axis turbine. The vertical-axis turbine is placed at the center of a venture duct, which
accelerates the flow of water and directs it towards the turbine. The company is currently investigating the use
of both straight-bladed and helical-bladed turbines. The turbine and venturi have undergone small-scale
testing using a towed platform at sea; however, it does not appear that these tests incorporated power take-off
[92].
bioStream, BioPower Systems, Australia
The bioStream tidal current generator is based on the oscillations of a variable angle hydrofoil, and is
somewhat like a vertical-hydrofoil version of the Stingray. The hydrofoil, whose shape is based on that of a
shark’s tail, varies its angle of yaw in order to rotate around a seabed-anchored column that contains the
generation equipment. Power take-off is accomplished using a system of gears and a flywheel connected to
generator. Scale prototypes are under development, but no information on their progress is currently available
[96].
Hydroventuri, HydroVenturi Ltd, UK
The Hydroventuri system takes advantage of the venturi effect. It accelerates water through a narrow opening,
decreasing the pressure and pulling water from the surface into the chamber. This movement of water is then
used to power an onshore turbine. The Hydroventuri system thus has no moving parts underwater, reducing
maintenance and environmental impact. A 150 kW prototype is installed and operating in Grimsby, UK,
however data about its performance is not available. Hydroventuri is currently working with the San
Francisco government to develop plans for larger tidal power systems for San Francisco bay [76][100][101].
Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES), Neptune Systems, The Netherlands
Neptune Systems’ concept design for SMES uses magnetohydrodynamics to extract energy from marine
currents. The design calls for a cryogenically cooled, superconducting DC coil electromagnet to be mounted
on the seabed, where passing tidal currents would be used to generate power. The company also has designs
for extracting energy from waves and for storing energy offshore [105].
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Gentec Venturi, Greenheat System Limited, UK
The Gentec Venturi uses a multistage system in an attempt to generate continuous power. The system uses
floating venturi ducts to generate electricity, which is then use to heat water in the storage system. The water
is then boiled to make steam, which is then run through turbines to generate electrical power. Greenheat
Systems Limited claim that the multistage system will be able to generate a constant amount of power
suitable for base load, and that the losses due to the extra conversion do not stop the overall system from
being economic. No demonstrations showing the viability of such a system have been conducted [97].

B3 Ocean Wave Technologies
B3.1

•

OWC (Oscillating Water Column) Systems

OWC – Onshore

Limpet OWC, Wavegen, UK
The Limpet 500 is a grid-connected, shoreline-based OWC, with a rated power of 500 kW. The Limpet used a
unique construction method, where construction of the concrete column structure occurred behind a rock wall,
which was then removed using explosives. Unfortunately, several complications arose due to the presence of
debris near and underneath the structure, and the overall performance of the device was found to be highly
dependent on the shape and depth of the seafloor around the device. The OWC drives a pair of Wells turbines,
and provides around 22 kW of power (annual average), peaking near 150 kW. Although there were plans to
use varying rotor resistance in the induction generators in order to control the power level and deliver power
directly to the grid, the final system used a rectifier-inverter to stabilize the output [106][107].
Pico Power Plant, Wave Energy Centre, Azores, Portugal
An OWC power plant, rated at 400 kW, was installed on the shoreline of the island of Pico, in the Azores.
The plant uses a concrete structure, mounted on the seabed/shoreline, with a Wells turbine used for power
take-off. Originally built in 1995-1999, various problems caused testing of the prototype to stop. Testing
resumed in 2005, with much of the original equipment still intact (notably, the generator and turbine), and the
plant was connected to the local power grid. Unfortunately, the presence of mechanical resonance in the
structure prevented the plant from operating at optimum power levels, limiting it to power production in the
20-70 kW range. Efforts to improve the plant are ongoing [108][109].
Kværner Brug’s , Toftesfallen OWC, Norway
In 1985, a 500 kW-rated shoreline OWC device was installed in Toftesfallen, Norway. The device consisted
of a large steel cylinder that was anchored to a cliff above the ocean. In 1988, during a storm, the anchoring
gave way and the device sank [110].
Vizhinjam OWC, India
The Vizhinjam OWC is built around a concrete caisson, which was installed a short distance from a preexisting breakwater structure. The prototype uses a Wells turbine installed vertically above the column, which
is directly coupled to an 110 kW induction generator and into the grid. The output was highly variable, from
0-60 kW in only a few seconds, and the induction generator frequently had a net consumption of power.
Improvements were made to the power system, including the use of a pair of turbines to power the generator;
these allowed the device to have more flexibility in adapting to the varying wave conditions. The improved
design produced up to 10 kW of average power, and research into improved power systems continues [32].
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Saga University, Japan
A caisson type OWC, consisting of a vertical column with openings underwater on the wave-incident side,
was installed in the Sea of Japan. The prototype used a pair of 60 kW-rated Wells Turbines. Another style of
OWC, a “Constant Pressure Manifold Device”, was in operation from 1988-1997. The device used a set of
OWCs, each with a one-way valve feeding into a common air reserve, from which a 30 kW generator was
powered. A final type, the “Water Valve Rectifier”, had a pair of rotors connected to a single, 130 kW
generator. Air was directed alternately to each turbine on the rise/fall of the water column, allowing each rotor
to spin in a constant direction. In 2005, another OWC device based on a “Setoguchi” impulse turbine began
operation [67][112].
Guangzhou Institute of Energy Conversion (GIEC), China
Several OWC designs have been investigated by the GIEC. Beginning in 1985, a series of concrete, shoreline
anchored water columns were constructed. The first was rated at 3 kW (1kW maximum average) and was
followed by another 20 kW (8 kW average) prototype. Beginning in 1995, another OWC, with a rated power
of 100 kW (15 kW average) was built, however, like the previous prototypes, it suffered from an unstable
power output. A floating, 5 kW offshore style OWC, in the form of a “Backwards Bent Duck Buoy”, was also
tried, which produced a sustained maximum of around 1 kW [27].
Tunneled Wave Power Plant, SeWave Ltd, Faroe Islands (Denmark)
SeWave, in cooperation with Wavegen, have developed a novel approach to shoreline OWCs. The system is
based on blasting a series of tunnels in a shoreline cliff, which are eventually linked to form a water column.
Power take-off will be accomplished using a standard air turbine system. Although significant complications
during the blasting are possible, the company believes that the design represents a feasible method of
implementing wave power in the Faroe Islands. Several suitable sites have been located, and the company has
already completed basic design work and scale model testing [111].
Wave Energy Conversion Actuator (WECA), Daedalus Informatics Ltd, Greece
Daedalus Informatics has designed an OWC-based device designed for mounting on existing structures
onshore and offshore. The device uses a wedge shape to direct incoming waves into the interior chamber,
where the concentrated waves generate air pressure that is then stored in an accumulator. The full size device,
with a height of 6m and a width of 7m, should be able to generate 20 kW at full size. It does not appear that
any scale model testing has been done [114].

•

OWC – Near-shore

Osprey, Wavegen, UK
The Osprey was a 2 MW-rated prototype intended for the nearshore environment. The large steel structure
was designed to be towed and sunk into position, and to support the addition of a wind turbine. The OWC was
connected to a pair of airshafts, each containing a pair of 500 kW generators connected to Wells Turbines.
Unfortunately, during the installation process, intense waves struck the Osprey before it had been secured via
the addition of sand ballast, resulting in its destruction. Designs for another device were made, however, no
further deployments took place [12][115].
Port Kembla OWC, Oceanlinx (Energetech), Australia
The Oceanlinx OWC system is a nearshore system that can be operated either floating or fixed to the
seabed/shoreline. The system uses a Denniss-Auld turbine, which incorporates variable pitch blades that
adjust to each incoming wave. The generator is an induction type and uses rectification and power electronics
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to provide a clean power supply and a limited amount of reactive power generation. A prototype was
deployed in Port Kembla, Australia, and operated in a floating mode in small seas. The prototype produced up
to 7 kW with small waves, implying a limit of about 500 kW with larger waves. The company has contracts
and commitments to develop several large plants (up to 15 MW) worldwide [116].
The Sakata OWC, Japan
The OWC plant was incorporated into a breakwater at the port of Sakata, Japan, in 1991.The construction was
sponsored by the Ministry of Transport of Japan (1st District Port Construction Bureau). The plant was
equipped with a twin-rotor Wells turbine (horizontal axis, diameter 1.337m) driving a 60 kW electrical
generator [113].

•

OWC – Floating

Kaimei “Mighty Whale”, JAMSTEC, Japan
The Mighty Whale was a ship-based offshore OWC prototype deployed in Gokasho Bay, Japan. The
prototype used vertical columns in the front of the ship, which fed into Wells Turbines with a total generating
capacity of 110 kW. The seas in the area were relatively calm, with significant wave heights of only 0.5 m,
leading to a power output of 6-7 kW (annual average). Deployment of the first device ended in 2002
[117][118].
MRC1000, Orecon, UK
The Orecon MRC1000 is based on a floating buoy using the OWC principle. Rather than use a single column
tuned only to one wave frequency, the MRC1000 design uses six, each tuned to a different range of
frequencies. All six columns are connected to a single air turbine. Rather than drive a generator directly, the
air turbine would power a hydraulic system, which would provide an energy buffer to smooth the device’s
power output. Various small-scale trials have been performed, and Orecon have plans for a 1 MW device to
be built and installed in the WaveHub test centre in the UK. Both the MRC1000 and the SPERBOY appear to
be spin-offs of the same university of Plymouth research project [120][121][122].
SPERBOY, Embley Energy, UK
The SPERBOY is a floating OWC device that uses multiple columns of different length, each tuned to a
different wave frequency. A 1:10 scale prototype was built by a team from the University of Plymouth and
deployed in Plymouth Sound, UK. The prototype generated about 10 kW in varying wave conditions,
although unfortunately, the type of mooring used in the prototype resulted in its destruction during a storm.
Studies are underway investigating a concrete version of the Sperboy. Both the MRC1000 and the SPERBOY
appear to be spin-offs of the same university of Plymouth research project [23][126].
OE Buoy, Ocean Energy Ltd, Ireland
The OE Buoy is a floating OWC system based on a vertical column with a horizontal water intake, a
configuration called the ”backward bent duck buoy”. A large, quarter scale prototype was deployed near
Galway, Ireland, however no data on its performance was available. Following successful testing of the
prototype, the company has plans for a full scale, 1 MW device [123][124].
OWEL Grampus, Ocean Wave Energy Limited (OWEL), UK
The OWEL“Grampus” makes use of an OWC, but rather than using a vertical column, the Grampus uses a
horizontal one. Waves travel down a tapering, enclosed box, pushing forward a trapped column of air. The air
is eventually driven through a vent near the top of the device, where it is collected in a reservoir, while the
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water is directed downwards. The Grampus is designed to be deployed in a floating configuration, with
multiple columns mounted side-by-side in a fan configuration. A 15 m long, 1:10 scale prototype has been
built, which demonstrated 50% wave to compressed air conversion efficiency. OWEL is currently developing
a three-quarter scale, 750 kW device [123] [125].

Pneumatically Stabilized Platform (PSP), Float Incorporated, US
The PSP uses water columns to provide stabilization for a floating platform. The platform is composed of
many vertical tubes, each one forming an OWC, on top of which structures (for example, natural gas drilling
and liquefaction equipment) can be placed. Each column is connected by an air tube (containing a turbine) to
several other water columns, and as a wave passes by, the water levels in the columns will change, driving air
between the columns and through the turbines. Since the OWCs extract the wave energy, the waves are
quickly reduced in size as they pass under the platform, giving it a high degree of stability. Small-scale tests
of the platform concept have been conducted, however no demonstrations of its power generation capability
have been performed [127].
HydroAir, Marine Energy Generation (MEG) Ltd, UK
The HydroAir is a 400 kW OWC unit under design by MEG. No details about its operational environment or
construction are available, but the company’s efforts are apparently concentrated on improvements to the air
turbine. The company plans to build a full-scale test system in 2008 [119].
B3.2

•

Absorber Systems

Point Absorber

Archimedes Wave Swing, AWS Ocean Energy, UK
The Archimedes wave swing consists of a buoyant chamber, floating underwater and anchored to the seabed.
As waves pass overhead, the chamber’s buoyancy changes, causing it to oscillate up and down with the
waves. The prototype, installed off the coast of Portugal, is rated at 2 MW, and power takeoff is accomplished
using a linear, permanent-magnet generator. During the short testing period, the prototype, which was
operated from a floating pontoon, reached a peak power level of 1 MW while running at less than full
capacity. Work on a next generation device for the Portuguese company Enersis is in progress, and the
company is planning deployment of the device at the EMEC testing facility in Orkney, Scotland
[129][130][131]. The first prototype rated 2 MW was developed by a Dutch company AWS and was tested in
Portugal. Its development had started in mid-1990s. The second-generation prototype is being developed by
AWS Ocean Energy UK.
Powerbuoy, Ocean Power Technologies, US
The Powerbuoy is a floating point absorber buoy, based on the relative movement between the inner and outer
parts of a two-part buoy. The outer part of the buoy has the form of a horizontal ring whose shape and
buoyancy cause it to stay near the water’s surface and oscillate with the waves. The inner part of the buoy
consists of a vertical tube containing a compressible volume of air. Incoming waves will compress the air
pocket, causing the inner part to move downwards as a wave crest approaches. The two parts of the buoy thus
oscillate out of phase with one another. Details on the power take-off system are not available, however the
patent for the device describes possible systems based on a linear generator or pressurized hydraulics. Two of
the 40 kW-rated test units have been installed, one in Hawaii, and one in New Jersey, and OPT is developing
plans for a 1.25 MW wave farm in Spain [141][142][143].
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Linear Generator, Seabased AB, Sweden
The Seabased system is based around a floating buoy anchored to a generator mounted on the seabed. As the
buoy oscillates up and down with the waves, it pulls up and down on the connecting line, moving the piston
of a linear generator. The generator is based on permanent magnets, and should produce between 10-100 kW
depending on the local wave climate. A project run by Uppsala University has been working towards the
development of a full wave farm at Islandsberg, Sweden. In 2006, a single 10 kW linear generator was
deployed along with a group of environmental test buoys. The eventual target is for a farm consisting of 40
test buoys and 10 generators, to be completed in near future [133].
Permanent Magnet Linear Generator Buoy, Oregon State University (OSU), US
Several direct-drive point absorber buoys are under development by the wave energy team at OSU. The
designs involve floating, offshore buoys, either self-reacting (against an internal mass) or using taught
mooring lines anchored to the seabed. In several designs, the motions of the buoy directly power a permanent
magnet linear generator; in another, a rack and pinion system converts the linear movement into rotary
movement that then powers a generator. The group has designs for an offshore wave park, where the outputs
of several buoys would be combined and rectified to DC in an undersea junction box before being sent to an
onshore inverter for further distribution. Wave-tank tests of small prototype buoys have been performed, and
a large rig for demonstrating and testing linear generators is under development. The group is investigating an
area near Reedsport, Oregon for potential deployment of prototype devices [25][135][136][137].
Float Wave Electric Power Station (FWEPS), Applied Technologies Company Ltd, Russia
Available details about the FWEPS are limited, but the basic design of the device is a floating point absorber
buoy that can be anchored in groups offshore. The device seems to use a spring-loaded internal mass, which
reacts against the motions of the buoy to drive a piston through a linear generator. Each device us rated at up
to 50kW. The company has performed wave-tank tests on small-scale models of the buoy, and they have
designed a prototype that is now under construction [132].
Trident Energy Converter, Trident Energy Limited, UK
The Trident Energy Converter is a point absorber device based on buoy suspended from a seabed-anchored
platform. The vertical oscillations of the buoy drive the piston of a linear generator, generating electricity
directly from the buoy’s motions. During storm conditions, the generator can be used to lift the buoy into a
protective chamber. A 1:5 scale prototype has been tested, and based on its performance, the company expects
that a full size unit will be able to generate about 100 kW [137].
Wavebob, Wavebob Ltd, Ireland
The Wavebob is a point absorber in the form of a floating, offshore buoy. While limited details about its
functionality are available, it appears to use a two-part buoy; the first part oscillates with the waves against the
second part, which is damped against the movement. The Wavebob design incorporates the ability to tune the
oscillating buoy for different wave conditions, allowing it to efficiently extract energy across a wider range of
wave conditions than other systems can. Power take-off is accomplished via a hydraulic system. A 1:4 scale
device was deployed and tested in Galway Bay, Ireland during 2006 [67][166][167].
Onshore Oscillating Buoy, Guangzhou Institute of Energy Conversion (GIEC), China
The GIEC onshore oscillating buoy is a floating buoy positioned next to the shoreline and supported by a
shoreline structure. Power take-off is accomplished via hydraulic pumps, and the presence of a 10 MJ energy
buffer (a large hydraulic reservoir) allowed the system to provide a relatively stable power output. The 400
kW rated buoy can provide up to 50 kW of sustained power, or 4.2 L/s of desalinated water [27].
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Danish Wave Power Float-Pump, Danish Wave Energy Program, Denmark
Various point-absorber buoys based on the “Float-pump” design have been built as part of the Danish Wave
Energy Program. All of them have been based on a floating buoy that is connected by a taught mooring line to
a generator assembly on the seabed. As the buoy moves up and down in the waves, it pulls the mooring line
and drives a hydraulic piston. A 1kW prototype was installed near Hanstholm, Denmark; the device
incorporated an air reservoir which was used to buffer the energy output of the device. In 1989, with the
cooperation of the Rambll company, a larger, 45 kW prototype was built. This was followed by a series of
smaller floating buoy prototypes, on which development continued through 2001. Current development
efforts in Denmark have now moved towards other devices [12][156][157].

Aquabuoy (IPS Buoy and Swedish Hose Pump), Finavera, Canada
The IPS buoy is a floating buoy that uses reaction of a piston against a column of water to power a hydraulic
power take-off system. The device underwent a sea-trial, however no data on its performance is available. The
IPS buoy had been the focus of significant R&D around 1982. It was developed in Sweden by the company IPS
(Interservice Project SA). Another device, known as the “Swedish Hose Pump”, also underwent sea trials. The

Hose pump uses the vertical motion of a buoy to contract and expand a flexible tube, effectively allowing
seawater to be pumped through the tube. The Aquabuoy is a much more recent device and was developed by the
company Aquaenergy, later acquired by Finavera. A prototype of Aquabuoy (about half-scale) was tested off the coast of
Oregon, USA, in 2007. This device uses reaction against a piston in a water column to alternately contract and

expand two hose pumps. The Aquabuoy is rated at 250 kW, and expected to produce an average of 63 kW in
a 33 kW/m wave environment. The power take-off system will involve a variable-speed generator connected
to the grid via a rectifier-inverter. The company is currently seeking approval for a plant in Makah Bay,
Washington, and a full-scale prototype of the Aquabuoy is currently being developed/tested
[122][148][149][150][151].
Wave Energy Point Absorber, Wave Energy S.A., Greece
The Wave Energy Point Absorber implements the point absorber concept using a floating buoy moored in
water 10-20 m deep. The taught mooring line is connected to a hydraulic piston mounted on the seabed,
where the vertical movement of the buoy pulls the mooring line and piston, generating pressures of up to 20
MPa. The pressurized seawater is directed onshore, where the outputs of several devices can be collected and
used for desalination or energy generation. Small prototype devices have been constructed; in a 10 kW/m
wave climate, each device can generate 2-3 kW of power (using a synchronous generator) or 0.6 L/s of fresh
water [61].
CETO, SeaPower Pacific, Australia
The CETO system is based on using wave power to pump high-pressure seawater onshore for use in power
production or desalination. The first prototype, CETO 1, used a large diaphragm mounted underwater that
responded to the waves passing overhead. The diaphragm was connected to a lever, which was further
connected to a hydraulic piston, allowing the high-pressure seawater to be pumped onshore. The second
design, the CETO II, relies on a floating point-absorber buoy whose vertical movement is used to move a
piston and pump seawater. The company’s commercial design, CETO III, is estimated to generate up to 190
kW of power, or 13L/s of fresh water [154][155].
SEADOG Pump, Independent Natural Resources Inc. (INRI), US
The SEADOG is a point absorber based on the oscillations of an air filled buoy. As the buoy moves up and
down, it moves a piston that pumps seawater with each stroke. The seawater is delivered onshore where it can
be used for desalination or electrical generation. The buoy is mounted on a platform that rests on the seabed.
In a recent prototype trial in Texas, a small SEADOG pump successfully pumped 45-68L of seawater per
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minute at pressures of 329-373 kPa in waves up to 2 m. INRI have plans to build and install another
SEADOG pump in a higher-energy wave location in California [162][163].
Burin Wave Pump, College of the North Atlantic, Canada
The Burin Wave Pump is a point absorber type pump. A floating buoy oscillates with the waves, moving
against a submerged, damped base and driving seawater through a piston. The main application is direct use
of the pumped sweater for aquaculture, but desalination or power generation is also possible. Currently, the
device is undergoing small-scale dockside trials [152][153].
Sloped IPS Buoy, University of Edinburgh Wave Power Group, UK
The Sloped IPS Buoy is a variation on the IPS buoy that uses a sloped configuration to extract more energy
from the waves. The floating buoy has a series of tubes reaching down into the water at a 45 angle, allowing it
to oscillate with both the vertical and horizontal movements of the incoming waves. As in the IPS buoy, the
movement of the buoy relative to a piston resting in the water column is used to power a hydraulic power
take-off system. Basic wave tank tests have been performed on the design [12][162][164].
Syncwave, Syncwave Energy Inc, Canada
The Syncwave system is a two-part, floating point absorber buoy. The buoy consists of an inner and an outer
part, which oscillate out of phase with each other in order to produce energy. The device incorporates an
active control system, which varies the buoy’s tuning as measured wave conditions change. The power takeoff method is not described in detail, but the company claims to use a direct mechanical system. Variations of
the system include a device designed to interconnect with generators in off-grid locations and one designed to
charge a battery and deliver DC power to remote users. The company has conducted small-scale wave tank
tests and has filed for an investigative use permit for an area near Tofino, BC [145][146].
Aegir Dynamo, Ocean Navitas Limited, UK
Another variation on the floating buoy point absorber concept, the Aegir dynamo incorporates a direct
mechanical power take-off system. The design uses a two-part buoy, with an outer part than oscillates with
the waves relative to the central part, which is damped by a plate and the mooring system. No functional
details are available, but Ocean Navitas claims that some form of “Direct mechanical conversion” is used.
The company has performed basic wave tank tests of the device [138].
Electricity Generating Wave Pipe (EGWaP), Able Technologies L.L.C., US
The EGWaP is a point absorber based on the movement of a float within a contained water column. It consists
of a pipe anchored to the seabed and reaching vertically out of the water, with the mechanical system and
generation equipment mounted on top. The pipe is open to the sea at the bottom, causing the water level to
rise and fall as waves pass by. Inside the pipe, a buoy rests on the waters surface and is connected by a cable
to a counterweight. The cable runs over a wheel, and the wheel is connected to a rectifying gear system so
that as the buoy/counterweight rise and fall, the gear system drives a generator in a constant direction.
Although details about the development process are limited, it does not appear that any scale model tests have
been performed [139][140].
Wave Energy Device, Wave Energy Technology - New Zealand (WET-NZ)
Although limited details about the operational mode of this device are available, the basic form of the device
is a floating, offshore buoy. The device appears to use a pair of interlocking buoys, with an inner core that is
damped by a large plate and an outer collar that oscillates with the incident waves. The power-takeoff
mechanism is unclear, however, it is described as directly driving a generator. Following wave tank and
numerical modeling, a scale prototype was deployed for short trials in Lyttelton Harbour, New Zealand in
2006 [147].
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SEAREV, Ecole Centrale de Nantes, France
The SEAREV is a wave-absorbing buoy similar in design to the PS Frog. The buoy oscillates with the waves,
and its oscillations relative to a large internal mass are used to generate power. The exact power take-off
mechanism is unclear, but it may involve the use of hydraulics. A series of mathematical simulations were
used to refine the shape of the buoy, and the simulations indicated that the use of a latched control system
(that would lock the mass in place during certain points of the wave cycle) would provide improved
performance. The final form of the buoy is mushroom-like, with a cylindrical internal mass located in the
lower section. It is unclear whether any scale model testing of the buoy design has taken place [144].

•

Absorber – Multi-Point

Fo3, Fred Olsen, Norway
The FO3 concept involves a floating platform containing several point absorber floats. The floats oscillate in
response to the waves, and power take-off is accomplished via a hydraulic piston/motor system. The design
calls for extensive use of composites for reduced weight. A 1:20 scale model was constructed to test
survivability and wave response, and a larger, 1:3 scale research platform was built to provide further test
data. Fred Olsen Ltd estimates that the full size plant will be able to produce 2.5 MW from 6-meter waves
[158][159][160].

OceanWave Energy Converter (OWEC), OceanWave Energy Research Company (OWECO), US
An alternate approach to the point absorber concept, the OWEC uses moving floats along multiple axes in
order to capture wave energy. The base of the platform is an offshore buoy, which floats below the water’s
surface and is damped by a plate against wave movement. A set of floats, each floating at the water’s surface,
are attached to the buoy by angled arms; each arm contains a linear generator that generates power as the
buoys move with the incoming waves. Wave tank tests of the buoy and bench tests of the generator have been
performed, and the company has plans that involve large farms consisting of many devices [134].
OMI WavePump, Ocean Motion International, US
The OMI WavePump system is based on a seabed-anchored platform similar to an oil-drilling rig. A group of
buoys sits on the water’s surface underneath the device, each buoy around a pipe/telescoping sleeve
mechanism. As the buoys descend during each wave trough, their downward motions drive water through the
seabed-mounted sleeve pumps and back up to the platform. The pressurized seawater can then be used for
either desalination or electricity/hydrogen generation via high-pressure turbines. The company has tested a
1:20 scale prototype, and has plans for larger scale devices [161].
Wave Star, Wave Star Energy, Denmark
Implementing the multiple point absorber concept, the Wave Star is designed for locations 10-20 km offshore.
It consists of a long, seabed-anchored platform from which 40 small floats hang down from lever arms on
either side. The vertical oscillations of each float drive a hydraulic piston; the hydraulic output of each buoy is
collected and used to run a hydraulic motor for generation. All of the hydraulic and generation equipment is
mounted above the waterline, and the system is able to raise the floats out of the water during storm
conditions. A 5.5kW-rated, 1:10 scale prototype has been installed at Nissum Brednig, Denmark, where it has
supplied power to the grid since 2006. The company is developing a 500 kW, 1:2 scale prototype, which
plans to deploy in the North Sea. The full scale Wave Star is expected to have a rated capacity of 3 MW
[165].
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Manchester Bobber, University of Manchester Intellectual Property Limited (UMIP), UK
The Manchester Bobber is a point absorber device that uses a direct mechanical system for power takeoff. A
buoy (or group of buoys) is suspended from a floating platform by a cable that runs over a wheel and is
counterweighted on the other side. The downward oscillations of the buoy cause the wheel to turn, turning a
flywheel which then turns a gearbox and generator; the generator is an induction type. A clutch disconnects
the flywheel during the upward motion of the buoy. UMIP has developed a 1:10 scale prototype that uses a
single buoy and a 1:100 scale prototype of a multiple-buoy device is under development. They are currently
seeking funding for a full-scale device [26].
COPPE Concept/ Hyperbaric Device, Federal University of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil
Capitalizing on the expertise of deepwater technology (oil & gas industry) the hyperbaric chamber concept is
being explored at Federal University of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil. It simulates the sub sea environment and
considers the use of conventional turbines as employed in the hydro-electric power plants. It utilizes a set of
hyperbaric chambers in a controlled combination of pressure and flow rate. Small-scale models (1:10) have
been investigated for wave conditions typical to Brazilian South Region [210].

•

Absorber - Directional Float

WET EnGen, Wave Energy Technologies Inc., Canada
The WET EnGen is a directional absorber float with a seabed-anchored base. A long, angled spar reaches up
from the base to the surface of the water, where the absorber float is moved up and down along the spar by the
incoming waves. The spar is allowed to swivel so that the float can rotate to face waves from any direction.
The power take-off system is described as being mechanical, however no details on its operation are
available. A 20 kW-rated prototype was tested at sea in Nova Scotia, and development of larger prototypes is
in progress [172].

Onshore Wave Absorber, S.D.E. Ltd, Israel
The SDE Limited device is based on a float connected to the shoreline or a breakwater via a hinge and
hydraulic pistons. Incoming waves cause the float to pitch up and down, driving hydraulic fluid through the
pistons and into a hydraulic motor and generator. SDE produced a series of eight test units, the largest of
which produced up to 40 kW during the 8-month test period. The company has received partial government
funding and plans to build a 10 MW plant in Ashdod, Israel in near future [173][174].
The Duck, University of Edinburgh Wave Power Group, UK
The Duck has a long history of development that begins in 1974. Although the power take-off method has
evolved over time, the basic design involves a specially shaped buoy that rotates in response to the incoming
waves. While the shape of the buoy allows it to effectively harvest waves from only one direction, wave-tank
tests have demonstrated that the buoy can convert up to 90% of the waves’ energy into rotational movement.
The complete system would involve multiple ducks, each rotating around a common “spine”. The power takeoff system is based around ring-cam pumps, where, as each duck rotates around the spine, large indentations
around each joint pass over a series of pistons, driving them down and pumping high-pressure hydraulic fluid.
The hydraulic fluid is then run through a hydraulic motor connected to a generator in order to create power.
No sea trials or demonstrations of the power take-off system have been performed [176][177].
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Triton, Neptune Renewable Energy Ltd, UK
The Neptune Triton is a 400 kW-rated wave energy device designed for the nearshore environment (depths of
around 10m). One side of a buoy is attached to a steel frame anchored to the seabed while the other is left
free, allowing the buoy to oscillate vertically with the incoming waves. The buoy drives a hydraulic piston
that then feeds hydraulic fluid to a turbine and generator. The company is currently developing 1:10 scale
prototypes in order to test the concept [91].

PS Frog, Lancaster University, UK
Following early development work on a device known as the Frog, the PS Frog was developed at Lancaster
University. The PS Frog is a floating, oscillating buoy that pitches in response to incoming waves. Although
the shape of the device has undergone a series of revisions, the fundamental idea involves a pitching upper
section rotating around the mass of the lower, ballasted section. Power take-off is accomplished using a mass
that slides relative to the buoy and moves a hydraulic ram. A series of wave tank tests have been performed
on the various buoy shapes [12][175].

Wave Rider, SeaVolt Technologies, US
The Wave Rider is a floating buoy that uses a pitching motion to generate power, and is somewhat similar to
the Duck. The pitching of the buoy is converted to high-pressure hydraulic power (possibly by reaction
against an internal mass), which is then used to run a generator. While tank testing of a model has occurred,
limited information about the device is available, and it does not appear that any development is still
occurring [178].
B3. 3

Overtopping Devices

Wave Dragon, Wave Dragon Ltd, Denmark
The Wave Dragon is an overtopping device incorporating two large reflectors that stretch outwards from the
device and direct wave energy towards the center. The prototype itself consists of a raised reservoir, which is
filled by the action of the waves, and then drained via a set of low-head turbines. A 20 kW-rated, small-scale
prototype, installed in Nissum Brednig, included six Kaplan turbines based on permanent magnet, variablespeed generators. The device produced 2-3 kW in this configuration, implying average production levels of up
to 6.5 GWh/y (744 kW) for a full-scale device in a 16 kW/m wave environment. The company has plans for a
7 MW plant that would operate in wave climates of 36 kW/m [191][192][193].
TAPCHAN, Norway
The Tapchan (Tapered Channel Wave Power Device) is an overtopping device, a prototype of which was
built (by the company Norwave A.S., Oslo) on the Norwegian coast, at Tofstallen, near Bergen, in 1985 and
operated for several years. The prototype was equipped with a 350 kW low-head water turbine driving an
electrical generator. The Tapchan comprises a collector, a converter, a water reservoir and a low-head waterturbine[186]. The horn-shaped collector serves the purpose of concentrating the incoming waves before they
enter the converter. In the prototype built in Norway, the collector was carved into a rocky cliff and was about
60-metre-wide at its entrance. The converter is a gradually narrowing channel with wall heights equal to the
filling level of the reservoir (about 3 m in the Norwegian prototype). The waves enter the wide end of the
channel, and, as they propagate down the narrowing channel, the wave height is amplified until the wave
crests spill over the walls and fill the water reservoir. As a result, the wave energy is gradually transformed
into potential energy in the reservoir. The main function of the reservoir is to provide a stable water supply to
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the turbine. It must be large enough to smooth out the fluctuations in the flow of water overtopping from the
converter (about 8500 m2 surface area in the Norwegian prototype). A conventional low-head Kaplan-type
axial flow turbine is fed in this way, its main specificity being the use of corrosion-resistant material. The
TAPCHAN is based on conventional technology to an extent (perhaps) greater than any other type of wave
energy converter. The siting requirements for a TAPCHAN severely limit the applicability of the device.
Although it was repeatedly announced in the late 1980s and in the 1990s that contracts were underway for the
construction of TAPCHANs in several countries [187], this has not been confirmed, and the technology
seems to have come to a standstill [12][185][186].
Seawave Slot-Cone Generator (SSG), WAVEenergy AS, Norway
Based on a unique turbine design, the SSG implements the overtopping concept in a design suitable for both
onshore and offshore deployments. The essential part of the device is a sloped wall, with water entry slots
spaced at equal heights from the bottom to the top of the wall. As a wave impacts the wall, water over tops
some of the slots and collects in a series of separate, vertically spaced reservoirs. Water drains from each
reservoir into the next lower one, passing through a turbine each time, until it eventually exits out the bottom
of the device. Because it directs the higher-energy water into higher reservoirs instead of using only one large
reservoir, the SSG should perform better than other overtopping devices. The company has designs involving
a cone-shaped, seabed-anchored buoy, as well as onshore and breakwater locations. All of them will rely on
an innovative turbine, known as the Multi-Stage Turbine (MST), to extract energy from the draining water of
each reservoir simultaneously. Several small-scale wave tank tests have been performed, and the company is
planning to build and deploy a full size prototype in near future, including grid connection [188][189][190].
Floating Wave Power Vessel (FWPV), Sea Power, Sweden
The FWPV employs the tapered channel principle in an offshore system, where the waves are focused by the
channel and then directed into a raised reservoir that is further drained via low-head hydro turbines. A
prototype was constructed and tested in waves of up to 12 m; however, no data about its performance is
available. While Sea Power was awarded a contract to produce wave power in the Shetland Islands, UK, no
information about the progress of such a system is available either [86][87][185].

B3.4

Inverted Pendulum Devices

WaveRoller, AW-Energy Oy, Finland
The WaveRoller is a bottom-mounted device based on an inverted pendulum design. The device has a large
plate, which moves back and forth in response to incoming waves, driving a hydraulic piston and providing
10-15 kW of power per device. The design calls for the WaveRoller devices to be deployed in groups of 3-5,
with each group using a common generation system. A 1:3 scale prototype of a group of devices was
demonstrated at the EMEC in Orkney, and a single full-scale WaveRoller was recently (April 2007) deployed
in Peniche, Portugal [183][184].
C-Wave, C-Wave Limited, UK
The C-Wave system consists of a series of walls supported by an underwater, floating base. The walls face the
incoming waves and move back and forth as the waves drive them apart and together. Hydraulic rams
mounted between the walls are used for power take-off; however, further details about the power system are
not available. The current system uses three walls with uneven spacing, which allow it to work with a broader
range of wave frequencies. The offshore-based system is designed to minimize mooring loads, which should
allow it to survive storm conditions. A series of wave tank tests have been performed, and a 1 MW prototype
device is under development [179][180].
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Frond, The Engineering Business Ltd, UK
The Engineering Business investigated the use of a “Frond” type device for capturing wave energy. The
device, which would be rated at 500-750 kW, uses a buoyant plate/bar mounted on the end of a lever arm that
pitches forward and backwards with the incident waves. The arm is attached to a seabed-anchored platform,
where its oscillations pump hydraulic fluid via a pair of pistons. The pressurized hydraulic fluid would then
be used to generate power using a hydraulic motor and generator. The Engineering Business is no longer
involved in the development of these ocean energy systems [181].
Oyster, AquaMarine Power Limited, UK
Designed as a seabed-anchored device for nearshore environments, the Oyster is based on the oscillations of a
vertical flap. The flap is formed by a vertical stack of buoyant tubes, minimizing weight, and is connected to a
hydraulic piston. The pitching movement of the flap drives the piston, pumping high-pressure seawater
onshore via an underwater tube. AquaMarine Power estimates that each full size Oyster can produce a
maximum of 300-600 kW; alternatively, the pressurized seawater can be used for desalination. Small-scale
wave tank tests have been performed, and the company has plans to build and install a full-scale prototype at
the Orkney test facility in near future[28][182].
bioWave, BioPower Systems, Australia
The BioWave system is an inverted pendulum type design that consists of a series of flexible, vertical tubes
reaching from the seabed-anchored base to the water’s surface. The pitching of the group of tubes causes the
base to rotate, driving a flywheel-based power take-off system. The base can also rotate horizontally to orient
the device to waves from any direction, and its design allows the tubes to lay flat on the seabed during storm
conditions. Development of scale prototypes is currently in progress; however, limited information about this
development effort is available [96].

B3.5

Other Wave Energy Systems

Pelamis, Ocean Power Delivery Ltd, UK
The Pelamis consists of a large, articulated steel tube where each tubular steel section is able to pitch up/down
relative to the other sections. This movement is resisted by hydraulic rams, which pump hydraulic fluid into
an accumulator that is further drained by a variable displacement hydraulic motor. The buffering provided by
the accumulator and the constant torque provided by the hydraulic motor allow the Pelamis to maintain
constant power levels between waves and wave groups without needing a rectifier/inverter system. A set of
three grid-connected, full-scale units of the Pelamis has been built and installed in the coasts of Portugal [4].
The commercial devices have three tube sections, each generating power independently. Each tube section
has 4 hydraulic rams and an accumulator, and a pair of hydraulic motors that each turn an 125 kW
asynchronous generator, giving the full device a rating of 750 kW in seas of 5.5 m significant wave height
and above. The generators operate at 690 V (or 415 V), which is then stepped up to 11 kV or 33 kV for
transmission to shore [203][204][205].
McCabe Wave Pump (MWP), Hydam Technologies Ltd, Ireland
The McCabe Wave Pump is a floating, offshore device primarily based on providing high-pressure seawater.
It consists of a central barge, with a large flat damping plate underneath, connected to two other barges, one
on each side. As the outer two barges oscillate up and down with the waves, seawater is drawn into hydraulic
pumps and expelled at very high pressure. The pressurized seawater can be used for either desalination or
power generation [176][201][202].
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Pendulor, Muroran Institute of Technology, Japan
The Pendulor device is based on a caisson, which is open on one side. A hinged flap is hung on the open side
and swung by the force of incoming waves. The movement of the plate drives hydraulic pistons, providing up
to 5kW of power with efficiencies as high as 55%. An upgraded device, incorporating an improved control
system, was installed in 1994 and continued operating through 1999 [12][112].
Wave Rotor, Ecofys, The Netherlands
The Wave Rotor is an unusual turbine design that is designed to extract the energy present in the water
circulation of waves. The device consists of a monopile-type base anchored to the seabed, the top of which
could be used for mounting a wind turbine. The turbine rotates around the monopile, and consists of a nearly
vertical set of blades (angled outwards towards the top), which are joined at the top, by a set of horizontal
blades. The horizontal blades form a vertically facing Wells turbine, allowing vertical water movements to be
captured, while the angled vertical blades form a vertical axis turbine, allowing horizontal flows to be
captured. The device is thus able to capture energy from tidal currents as well. A 1:10 scale prototype
underwent trials at Nissum Brednig, where it successfully delivered power to the grid. Ecofys have plans to
build a larger 50 kW device, eventually leading to 500 kW commercial units [194][195].
WaveMaster, Ocean WaveMaster Limited, UK
The WaveMaster is an offshore device in the form of a rectangular box that floats just below the water’s
surface (wave trough). The box is split into two chambers, both with one-way valves; One side allows highpressure water in when under a wave crest, while the other side lets low-pressure water out when under a
wave trough. The movement of pressurized water from one side of the device to the other is captured by
turbines and used to generate power. The wall between the turbines is aligned to the incoming wave direction,
and by using a device longer than the wavelength of the incident wave, a somewhat continuous flow of water
could be achieved. A 1:10 scale prototype has been built and tested, and the company estimates that a fullsize, 200 m by 50 m device could generate up to 50 MW [196][197].
Floating Wave Powered Generator, Glen Edward Cook, US
The floating wave powered generator is a device created by an American inventor that consists of a pair of
floats linked to a central one via a pair of lever arms. Inside the central float, a gear system is used to convert
the pitching of the arms into the rotation of a shaft, which then powers a generator. Another wave device,
based on using the siphon effect and a series of pipes, is also under development. Small-scale demonstration
devices of both systems have been built and tested, but the current development status is unknown [168].
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) Wave Energy Converter, Scientific Applications & Research
Associates (SARA) Inc, US
SARA is developing a novel wave power system based on magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). The MHD WEC
makes use of the fact that a conductive fluid (like seawater) passing through a magnetic field will have current
induced in it and function as a generator. Although no information on the method of converting wave action
into flows through the generator is available, development of a 100 kW prototype generator is in progress
[171].
Gyro-gen, Aaron Goldin, US
Taking advantage of gyroscopic inertia effect, the gyro-gen uses the reaction of a sealed floating buoy against
an internal gyroscope to generate power. As the buoy pitches in response to the waves, the gyroscope remains
in position, creating relative motion that can be used for generation. The details of the power take-off
mechanism are unclear, but it may be based on using the gyroscope module as the rotor of a permanent
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magnet generator. A small prototype demonstrating net power production was built, however, it is unclear if
any further development will take place [169][170].
WavePlane, WavePlane International AS, Denmark
TheWavePlane is an overtopping type device that incorporates a number of unique features. Rather than
direct the waves into a raised reservoir, the waves go up, over and back down a set of curved channels,
leading the water into a tubular chamber beneath the device. The shape of the channels causes the water in the
chamber to rotate, and the sustained rotations between incident waves causes a “flywheel effect” that should
allow for consistent power delivery. Power take-off is accomplished using turbines on the each end of the
chamber. A scale model was tested in Japan, and several small WavePlane devices were deployed around
Denmark. These devices did not incorporate any form of power take-off, but instead used their output to inject
surface water into deeper ocean layers in order to increase oxygenation and reduce marine pollution
[198][199][200].
Tetron, Joules Energy Efficiency Services Limited, UK
Very little information about the Tetron is available, but it appears to be a tetrahedral device designed to
capture wave energy along multiple axes. Several absorber struts emerge from a central sphere; each strut
forms a telescoping pump that drives fluid through a Pelton turbine for power take-off. A scale model has
undergone wave tank testing, however, the current progress of the development effort is unclear [206].

Waveberg, Waveberg Development Limited, Canada
The Waveberg is an offshore, floating buoy system based on a connected group of floats. Three smaller floats
are connected to a central float (presumably damped by an underwater plate) by lever arms; the oscillation of
the surrounding floats drives pistons, which pump seawater down a flexible hose to a collection point and
then to an onshore facility. The pressurized water can be used for aquaculture, desalination or electrical
generation. The company has tested a 1:10 scale prototype in a wave tank and at sea [207][208].
WaveMill, WaveMill Energy Corporation, Canada
Although limited details on its functional principle are available, the WaveMill seems to use a curved wall to
focus incident waves and then drive seawater through a hydraulic pump. The device is designed for nearshore
and shoreline deployment, and the pressurized seawater can be used for either desalination (up to 20 L/s) or
electrical generation (up to 233 kW). A small-scale prototype underwent wave tank testing in 1998, and in
2001, a small unit was deployed in Nova Scotia to provide desalinated water [209].
WaveBlanket, Wind Waves and Sun, US
TheWaveBlanket uses strong, flexible plastic tubes to harvest wave energy. The full device would consist of a
large array of tubes aligned to the incoming waves, and could incorporate tidal generation as well (although
the means for this is not clearly described). As the waves pass the device, they flex the tubes, alternatively
decreasing and increasing their volume. A series of one-way valves inside the tubes allow this process to
pump air, which is then passed through turbines to generate power [128].
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B4

Thermal Gradient Technologies

Barge-Mounted OTEC, NIOT, India
Two floating OTEC plants have been built in India. In 2005, a short, 10-day experiment was conducted using
an OTEC system mounted on a barge near Tuticorin. The barge was moored in water 400 m deep, and at one
point successfully produced fresh water at a rate of 100,000 liters per day. The design for this barge was
created in cooperation with Saga University of Japan, and called for the use of a closed cycle using ammonia
as a working fluid. The design, which was originally from 1984, was rated at 1MW and apparently began
construction in 2000; however, some equipment was lost due to various problems during implementation. It is
unclear whether the 2005 barge was capable of power production and whether it was still based on a closedcycle design. Another barge, which is intended for long-term production, is moored in water 1km deep near
Chennai and has its cold-water intake pipe at a depth of 500m. The barge can produce one million liters of
fresh water per day, however, rather than generate power it currently uses diesel generators to power the
pumps [211][212][213].
Land-Based OTEC, NIOT, India
In 2005, a land based plant, capable of producing 100,000 liters per day of freshwater was built on the island
of Kavaratti, using a cold-water intake pipe mounted 350m deep in the ocean. The location offered water
400m deep only 400 m from shore, making it an ideal site for OTEC. The current plant does not incorporate
electrical generation [212].
Closed-Cycle OTEC, NELHA, US
A small OTEC demonstration plant, called Mini-OTEC, was built in 1979. The plant was built on a floating
barge, and used an ammonia-based closed cycle system. The 28,200 rpm radial inflow turbine gave the
prototype a rated capacity of 53 kW; however, efficiency problems with the pumps allowed it to generate only
18 kW. One year later, another floating OTEC plant, called OTEC-1, was built. It used the same closed-cycle
system and was rated at 1 MW, however, it was primarily used for testing and demonstration and did not
incorporate a turbine. It was operational for four months during 1981, during which time issues with the heat
exchanger and water pipe were studied [30][213][216].

Open-Cycle OTEC, NELHA, US
During 1992, an open-cycle OTEC plant was built in Hawaii. It operated from 1993 to 1998, and it had a
rated capacity of 255 kW. Peak production was 103 kW and 0.4 L/s of desalinated water. Various difficulties
with the technology were encountered, including problems with out-gassing of the seawater in the vacuum
chamber, the vacuum pump itself, and varying output from the turbine/generator [30][213].
Closed-Cycle OTEC, Japan
Several OTEC power plants have been built in Japan. A 120 kW plant was built in the republic of Nauru,
which used a closed cycle system based on Freon and a cold water pipe with a depth of 580 m. The plant
operated for several months and was connected to the power grid; it produced a peak of 31.5 kW of power.
Several smaller closed-cycle plants were also constructed in the following years, but were not kept
operational long-term [30][211][214][215].
Hybrid OTEC, Japan
The Institute of Ocean Energy (IOES) at Saga University created a small-scale 30 kW OTEC plant during
2006. The prototype was based on a mixed water/ammonia working fluid, and was able to successfully
generate electrical power [67].
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Hybrid OTEC, Sea Solar Power Inc., US
Sea Solar Power is developing a hybrid closed-cycle/open cycle OTEC system. The design calls for the use of
a propylene-based closed cycle system, providing 10 MW of power in a shore-based plant or 100 MW in an
offshore one. Along with the closed-cycle electrical generation system, an open-cycle system will be run in
parallel to provide fresh water and additional generation. Although concept designs of the plants have been
created, it is unclear if any development is still occurring [217].
Kalina Cycle OTEC, Ocean Engineering and Energy Systems (OCEES), US
The Kalina cycle is an alternative approach to OTEC that uses a mixture of ammonia/water as its working
fluid. The system operates in a closed loop configuration, and incorporates an additional heat exchanger to
extract the heat present in heated but un-boiled working fluid. The OTEC system is modular, allowing more
flexibility in implementation, and it is targeted towards providing power for small island nations [218].
OTEC, Marine Development Associates (MDA) Inc., US
MDA is working towards creation of a 5 MW OTEC plant to provide power in the Marshall Islands. Towards
this end, they are developing a number of technologies including a flexible piping system for use in the coldwater intake system. Part of their development process is planned to include a small-scale demonstration
project in Hawaii [219].
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B5

Salinity Gradient and Hydrothermal Vent Technologies

Pressure Retarded Osmosis, Statkraft, Norway
Pressure Retarded Osmosis (PRO) uses the selective diffusion of water across a membrane in order to
pressurize seawater. Freshwater and seawater are placed on either side of a membrane, and the seawater side
is pressurized. As the seawater side increases in pressure and decreases in salinity, part of the water is
discharged through a turbine while the rest is put in a pressure exchanger to pressurize the incoming seawater.
The pressure difference across a membrane can be equivalent to over 200 m of hydraulic head. Statkraft is
targeting membrane performance in the 4-6 W/m2 range, and the lifetime of the membranes used should be 710 years. A few test modules 4m2 in size have been tested with various membrane materials, which
demonstrated energy densities as high as 1.7 W/m2 [31][220].
Hydrocratic Generator, Wader LLC, US
The hydrocratic generator is a system capable of extracting power from salinity differences without the use of
a membrane. The generator consists of a tube mounted on the seabed that is filled with holes to allow the
entry of seawater. A turbine is mounted vertically in the tube and connected to a generator underneath the
pipe. Fresh water is injected at the bottom of the tube, and the mixing of the freshwater and saltwater results
in an upward flow of brackish water larger than the initial fresh water injection. This flow turns the turbine
and generates power. The company has designs that involve the coolant discharge of power plants or the
discharge of waste treatment plants being used as the source of fresh water. Basic tests of water flows through
the device have been conducted at sea [220][221][222].
Reverse Electro Dialysis, Westus, The Netherlands
Reverse Electro Dialysis is another membrane-based technology that uses an electrochemical reaction rather
than osmotic pressure. The form of the device is a stacked series of membranes, half of which are permeable
to sodium and half chloride, with seawater and freshwater flowing alternately between each pair of
membranes. The stack controls the diffusion of the sodium and chloride ions in the water, which then cause
oxidation and reduction at the iron anode and cathode. Currently, the technology has been tested only at a
very small (100 mW) scale [223].
Hydrothermal Vent Power, UNAM Engineering Institute, Mexico
The high temperature seawater available at hydrothermal vents offers the possibility for significant amounts
of power generation, as the large difference in temperature between the vent water and seawater further away
means that hydrothermal plants have a much higher thermodynamic efficiency than OTEC plants. The overall
technology would likely be somewhat similar to OTEC, with the water either being boiled (at nearatmospheric pressure) in an open-loop configuration (for desalination as well as power) or used in a closecycle heat exchanger. Although this technology has potential, significant challenges still exist; creating a plant
entirely on the seabed is likely to be very challenging, as would be maintaining the temperature and pressure
of the water throughout a long pipe leading to shore [32].
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